Dear Client:
The enclosed brochure is designed to provide information regarding the services available to our wealth management
clients that include clients of The Ayco Company, L.P. d/b/a Goldman Sachs Ayco Personal Financial Management
(“Ayco”), United Capital Financial Advisers, LLC d/b/a Goldman Sachs Personal Financial Management (“GS PFM”)
and the Private Wealth Management business (“PWM”) of Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC. (“GS&Co.”).
This brochure is generally applicable to Ayco and GS PFM clients that elect to custody assets with GS&Co. Unlike
GS&Co, which operates as a dual registrant, meaning that it is registered as both an investment adviser and a broker
dealer, Ayco and GS PFM operate solely as registered investment advisers. As such, they do not offer brokerage
products and services directly, and instead generally refer clients to affiliated broker dealers – GS&Co. and Mercer
Allied Company, L.P. (“Mercer Allied”). Ayco and GS PFM also offer third party custodial options in addition to GS&Co.
custody. Ayco and GS PFM are part of the Consumer and Wealth Management Division of Goldman Sachs.
Please note that (i) not all products and services are available to all clients of Ayco or GS PFM or made available to
Ayco or GS PFM by all entities, and availability may be limited based on the adviser or broker dealer with which a client
opens an account, and (ii) the products, services and eligibility described in this brochure may be more limited or
different for certain clients, including those of Ayco and GS PFM, and are subject to the terms of the particular client’s
agreements as well as to applicable policies, procedures and guidelines. For additional information about the
investment advisory businesses of Ayco and GS PFM, please refer to the applicable ADV Brochures of the advisers
available at adviserinfo.sec.gov. Noted below is supplemental information to the information included in the enclosed
brochure.
Ayco and GS PFM are registered investment advisers and not broker dealers, and generally do not take on clients that
do not need advisory services. Ayco and GS PFM refer advisory clients to GS&Co. and Mercer Allied for brokerage
services, or to a third party. They will refer you to GS&Co. or a third party if you wish to engage in transactions or
invest in products that are not available on the advisory platform, want to direct your own trades or if you are looking
for a transaction-based fee model. Clients that are interested in variable annuities will be referred to Mercer Allied.
Certain Ayco and GS PFM Advisors are also registered representatives of GS&Co. and/or Mercer Allied and are eligible
to receive compensation for referrals to these broker dealer affiliates.
To access Goldman Sachs brokerage products (other than variable annuities), clients referred from Ayco and GS PFM
open a GS&Co. brokerage account by executing a brokerage agreement with GS&Co. Accounts opened on the
Goldman Sachs brokerage platform are brokerage accounts in which all transactions are effected at your direction.
Transactions are usually self-initiated. The products available to you on the Goldman Sachs brokerage platform will be
subject to the terms of our brokerage agreement and applicable policies, procedures and guidelines. You may also be
able to open a brokerage account at another broker dealer through which you maintain your custodial relationship.
Those accounts are subject to the terms of the account agreements with such third party custodians and terms
established by those third party custodians. The products, services, pricing and terms offered through these third party
custodians will differ from those available through Goldman Sachs. You are responsible for evaluating whether those
terms are better or worse or whether they are more or less appropriate for your financial needs. Please refer to the
Ayco and GS PFM ADV Brochure for additional information regarding non-advisory accounts available through third
party custodians.
Additionally, the products and services made available by Ayco and GS PFM differ, may be more limited than those
reflected in the accompanying brochure, and may only be made available by Ayco and GS PFM to their respective
direct clients. Also, because both Ayco and GS PFM offer custody through third party custodians, products and services
through these third party custodians will differ. For example, certain managed strategy options managed by Ayco
available to Ayco clients that have elected Fidelity custody are different from the managed strategy options available
to Ayco clients that have elected GS&Co. custody. Additionally, certain investments that are made available to
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brokerage clients of PWM may be made available to Ayco and PFM on an advisory basis, such as alternative
investments.
The timing of charges for fees by Ayco or GS PFM for advisory services is set forth in our applicable agreements and
generally will be either quarterly in arrears or quarterly in advance depending on your service and the custodian you
select. Regardless of the advisory fee arrangement you have brokerage fees, if any, are charged on a transaction basis
and will be reflected on your trade confirmations (either as commissions / commission equivalents for equity securities
or included in the net price shown for fixed income or preferred equity securities). Such fees will be debited from your
account by your custodian upon settlement of the transaction. Fees and execution charges for clients that have elected
GS&Co. as their custodian are set forth in Appendix A, if applicable. Fees and execution charges for third party
custodians are established by the third party custodians and are not shared with Goldman Sachs.
For GS&Co. brokerage relationships, Advisors who are registered representatives of GS&Co. and participate in a
compensation plan are paid a percentage of the execution charge, if any, as described above, for the product being
traded. For advisory relationships, please see the Ayco and GS PFM Brochure for information on compensation along
with your Advisor’s ADV 2B information.
For the advisers’ Customer Relationship Summaries and the Customer Relationship Summary and Relationship Guide
for Mercer Allied refer to gs.com/crsrg.
Lists of strategies available to Ayco clients and GS PFM clients are available at gs.com/crsrg.
References to Advisor include Ayco and GS PFM advisors. Please speak with your Advisor if you have any questions.

© 2022 United Capital Financial Advisers, LLC d/b/a Goldman Sachs Personal Financial Management. All Rights
Reserved.
© 2022 The Ayco Company, L.P., d/b/a Goldman Sachs Ayco Personal Financial Management. All Rights Reserved.
Brokerage services are offered through Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and Mercer Allied Company, L.P. (a limited
purpose broker-dealer), both affiliates of Ayco and members FINRA/SIPC.
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At Goldman Sachs, we understand that relationships are built, not
transacted. Handling wealth is complicated and we seek to listen to and
understand your situation as part of our relationship with you. We recognize
that decisions made when choosing a private wealth adviser set the
foundation for decades of creating and preserving wealth.
The services offered through your relationship with Goldman Sachs Private
Wealth Management are designed to assist you in dealing with the
complexities of wealth. Each client’s circumstance is unique, as is their
solution. An important step in the process is understanding the services we
provide and the related fee structures. We intend for this Relationship
Guide to explain the scope of services we provide, the standard of care we
observe with respect to such services, how we work with you to select
services that suit your needs, and our compensation for the investments
and services we offer. This Relationship Guide also includes disclosure of
certain conflicts of interest. Please contact your Goldman Sachs team with
any questions you may have.
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Relationship with Goldman Sachs Private Wealth Management (“PWM”)
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC (“GS&Co.”) is a dually registered broker-dealer and investment adviser. GS&Co. is providing this
description of our services and relationships with you because you will be best served by having a clear understanding of how we work
together, the services we offer, the applicable standards of care to such services, the capacities in which we act and the fees and other
amounts we charge for services. We provide herein a description of the products and services that we offer across our client base,
including but not limited to, brokerage and advisory services. We also include descriptions of our bank products, trust services and
other services that we view as ancillary to our wealth management business but may be important to you as you make decisions about
your wealth. In addition, we provide important information regarding certain conflicts of interest.
Please note that we are providing some of the information in this Relationship Guide in connection with Regulation Best Interest, a rule
that sets forth disclosure and other requirements, including a standard of care for broker-dealers when making recommendations to
certain clients. We are also providing additional information regarding our platform as a whole, even though different requirements and
standards of care apply outside the brokerage context, as further described in this Relationship Guide. Note that additional disclosures
may be provided to you from time to time in connection with Regulation Best Interest.

Our Platform
Our services are focused on high-net-worth families and their related investment vehicles as well as certain institutional type clients who
may or may or not have professional staff in-house to advise them. We offer access to brokerage accounts across a variety of asset
classes for clients who prefer to make their own trading decisions and pay on a transactional basis. We also offer investment advisory
account options for clients who prefer to hire us for a fee to recommend asset allocation and investment strategies across all or part of
their portfolio, or to make investment decisions on a discretionary basis on their behalf. Clients may choose to have all of their assets
held on a brokerage basis, all managed by us or a combination.
When we expressly agree to act as a broker for individual clients and their family entities, we must, pursuant to Regulation Best
Interest, act in your best interest when making recommendations to you. This regulation does not apply in other contexts, including in
the provision or facilitation of the additional services described in this Relationship Guide. When we expressly agree to act as
investment adviser, we act as a fiduciary. Please see “Capacities in Which We Act”, below, for more information.

Opening an account
with Goldman Sachs
PWM

To open an account with PWM, clients must generally have a minimum of $10 million in investable
assets. Our target client base includes high-net-worth families and their family entities as well as certain
institutional accounts. We generally will not open accounts for municipalities, government entities,
banks, and other similar entities. In addition to meeting minimum investment and, if applicable, eligibility
requirements, clients will be asked to review and complete various account opening documents and
provide additional information, such as proof of identity, organizational documents and other relevant
information as required by rules and regulations applicable to our business.

Products and
services available on
the PWM platform

Brokerage Platform:
Accounts opened on our brokerage platform are generally non-discretionary accounts where you make
the ultimate trading decision. Some transactions will be self-initiated while others will be recommended
by us. A limited number of Private Wealth Advisors (“PWAs”) may offer discretionary brokerage
accounts in certain instances for the primary purpose of liquidating initial public offerings (“IPOs”).
Our brokerage platform offers a variety of product types, including but not limited to, public equity and
fixed income, as well as alternative investments such as hedge funds and private equity. Our product
platform currently includes:


Equity Offerings – Initial and secondary public offerings of common stock, master limited
partnerships and other equity-related securities.



U.S. and International Equity Securities – U.S. common stock and preferred securities,
American Depository Receipts (“ADRs”), common stock of companies organized outside the
United States, master limited partnerships (“MLPs”), closed-end funds and exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”) traded on an exchange or in the over-the-counter market. Equity securities are
made available to certain clients through initial and secondary public offerings.



Listed Options on U.S. Equities – Puts and calls that are traded on an exchange. Clients
must be approved for options trading.
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Municipal Securities – Bonds issued by states, cities, counties and other
entities.



Taxable Fixed Income Securities – Corporate bonds, both investment grade and noninvestment grade, organized under U.S. and non-U.S. law, U.S. Treasuries or federal agency
bonds and other debt securities issues by governments and their associated agencies.



Convertible Bonds – Corporate bonds that may be converted into a pre-determined amount
of shares.



Free Credit Balances – Funds you hold in your account in cash. For the avoidance of doubt,
free credit balances are not inclusive of cash equivalents, such as money market funds or
bank deposits.



Foreign Currency – For U.S. clients, currencies other than the U.S. dollar. Currency trading is
available only through GS&Co.



Mutual Funds – Pooled investment vehicles, including money market funds, managed by an
investment manager, which invest in specific investment assets, such as stocks and bonds, in
accordance with stated objectives. These funds can be purchased by all investors, although
Goldman Sachs generally only offers certain share classes to investors with certain asset
levels or investments at certain levels. Third party mutual funds and active exchange traded
funds are made available only to advisory clients. Proprietary mutual funds managed by
Goldman Sachs Asset Management, L.P. (“GSAM”) or another affiliated adviser are made
available to both brokerage and advisory clients. As an alternative to third party mutual funds,
you may access a variety of exchange traded funds in a brokerage or advisory account.



Special Investments – Generally, privately placed securities (such as private equity, private
real estate, private credit, hedge funds, or traditional long-only manager strategies offered
through LLC structures) will be made available only to eligible clients. LLCs are structured as
private investment funds and are treated as partnerships for tax purposes. Special
investments, as described above, can be illiquid and carry more risk than publicly traded
securities. We offer both internal (managed by GSAM or another affiliated adviser) and
external (managed by third-party, unaffiliated advisors) special investments, including multimanager funds, single manager funds and single company investment or co-investment,
private equity opportunities. Certain large institutional investors who qualify may be offered
the opportunity to purchase privately placed securities that are not offered more widely to
PWM clients.



Stock Loans. Upon your prior written authorization, GS&Co., as the sole counterparty,
borrows securities from your account in exchange for collateral and a negotiated fee.



Structured Notes / Investments (Securities) – Structured investments are securities issued
by our firm or third parties, whose return is linked to equities, indexes, hedge funds, foreign
exchange, interest rates, credits and/or commodities. Clients may, in conjunction with their
PWA, select an issuer based on a variety of factors, including credit profile, relative coupon,
pre-existing exposure to the issuer and best execution.



Over-The-Counter (“OTC”) Derivatives – Options, swaps and other financial contracts that
are structured between you and us whose value is based on the performance of an underlying
asset such as a stock, bond or an index. Because these products are structured between you
and us, your counterparty exposure is to Goldman Sachs and its affiliated swap dealer entities.
For more information regarding material economic terms and risks of OTC derivatives, please
see the Account Agreements, including the OTC Derivatives Risk Disclosure Statement.

governmental

Advisory Platform:
Accounts opened on our advisory platform are advisory accounts for which we, our affiliates or third
party managers generally will exercise discretion to transact in your account.
We make available both internal and external managers on our advisory platform to implement clients’
asset allocation strategy. Clients are able to choose to implement through all internal, all external, or a
mix of internal and external managers. For example, we offer a range of equity strategies, including
domestic, non-U.S. and emerging market equities, with various objectives, including growth, value and
tax sensitive, and fixed income strategies in corporates, governments, municipals, high yield, and
emerging markets or a combination of these categories. We also offer option and structured product
strategies. Our advisory programs currently include:
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Managed Account Strategies – Investment advisory accounts in which you choose GSAM or
external managers to manage equity and fixed income assets for a wrap fee (i.e., an advisory
fee that is generally inclusive of commissions, custody fees and administrative costs).



Accounts Managed by your PWA, or designated professionals employed by Goldman
Sachs and certain accounts managed by GSAM – Investment advisory accounts for which
your PWA, specially designated GS&Co. professionals or GSAM act(s) as investment adviser
and you pay a fee and, if applicable, execution charges.



Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies – Advisory program that provides clients with access to
pooled investment vehicles managed by unaffiliated investment managers which invest in
specific investments such as stocks and bonds, in accordance with stated objectives.
Currently, third party mutual funds are offered to PWM clients only as part of this advisory
program and are only available in select asset classes. Please note, however, as an
alternative to such third party mutual funds, you are able to access a variety of exchange
traded funds in a brokerage or advisory account.



Accounts Managed by the Portfolio Management Group (“PMG”) – Certain PWM clients
may obtain advisory services from the PMG. PMG will consider the allocation of advisory
account assets to (i) investment strategies managed, sponsored or advised by GSAM or its
affiliates and (ii) investment strategies managed, sponsored or advised by investment
managers or organizations that are not affiliated with GSAM or its affiliates. Clients who
receive advisory services from PMG will be offered a model or customized portfolio developed
by the Investment Strategy Group (“ISG”), implemented through portfolio construction by PMG.

Certain institutional clients are offered the option of obtaining asset allocation and portfolio construction
advisory services through PWM and/or GSAM or other advisory affiliates, pursuant to which we will
provide non-discretionary advisory asset allocation services, and the adviser will provide you nondiscretionary or discretionary portfolio construction services. Such services include internal and/or
external investments.

Additional Services:
To the extent required by you and depending on the platform you select, we seek to make available to
you the resources of the entire firm, including access to the content and research we produce, a wide
range of financial, wealth planning and administrative services, and our global network of relationships.
These services include trust, estate, and philanthropic advisory services, private banking and lending
services, payment services, tax support, reporting / analytics, executive compensation, benefits support
and risk / liability management. In addition, we have preferred providers who can support you in other
areas such as cyber security, emergency travel assistance and healthcare advisory services.
While the standard of care set forth by Regulation Best Interest does not apply to the additional
services described below (except to the extent that we recommend you open a brokerage or advisory
account in connection therewith), we are nevertheless obligated to perform such services under
applicable contractual terms and conditions, and certain other standards of care that apply, if any,
depending on the service and the corresponding regulatory framework.
Additional services for eligible clients include:
Banking Services


Bank Deposits – Cash swept from accounts held at GS&Co. to Goldman Sachs Bank USA.
You will generally earn less on a sweep deposit than for other savings accounts, but by using
the sweep you have the ability to move cash easily between the bank and the broker-dealer for
trade settlement and payment needs. Goldman Sachs does not currently make available
through its platform deposit products from other banks.



Private Wealth Savings Account – Cash placed on deposit in an account you establish
directly with Goldman Sachs Bank USA. Note that, from time to time, there are other accounts
that pay higher interest offered through other banks, and other cash products will pay more or
less interest than a bank deposit.



Term Deposits – Cash placed on deposit at Goldman Sachs Bank USA for a defined term
between 3 and 12 months.



Loans – Loans extended by Goldman Sachs Bank USA that use real estate, securities or
other assets as collateral, and upon which you pay interest. Goldman Sachs Bank USA also
extends unsecured loans.
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Mortgages – Mortgage loans extended by Goldman Sachs Bank USA that use residential real
estate as collateral, and upon which you pay interest.

Payment Services


Debit Cards – A banking card that allows you to withdraw cash or make payments.



Charge Cards – A charge card issued by American Express Bank, FSB.

Margin Loans
Loans extended by GS&Co. in a brokerage account that use securities in your account as collateral,
and upon which you pay interest.
Trust Services
Personal trust, estate and philanthropic advisory services, including administration and investment
management, are provided by The Goldman Sachs Trust Company, N.A. or The Goldman Sachs Trust
Company of Delaware (together “GSTC”) or one of its affiliates. Trust services are available through
GSTC provided an account meets our minimum size eligibility requirements. For accounts that fall
below our minimum size, GS&Co. and its affiliates will generally refer clients to other trust companies.
Goldman Sachs Family Office Services
A suite of family office services offered by GS&Co., including, for example, trust and estate planning,
philanthropic advisory and cyber security services. Upon referral, third party vendors may provide
additional services, including health advisory, emergency travel assistance and aviation consulting
services.
Financial Counseling
GS&Co.’s affiliate, Ayco Company, L.P. (“Ayco”), provides Financial Planning, (which may also be
referred to at times as “Financial Counseling”), family office and investment management services to
current and former GS&Co. PWM clients. Ayco’s Financial Counseling services focus on employment
benefits, including compensation, cash-flow and retirement, estate, insurance, investment,
philanthropic and tax planning, in addition to investment management, financial education and other
services.
Variable Products and Other Insurance Products
Personnel who are appropriately licensed with GS&Co. may make referrals of variable annuities and
variable life insurance policies (“Variable Products”) to Mercer Allied Company, L.P. (“Mercer Allied”) for
which such personnel are generally compensated. Appropriately licensed personnel may also make
referrals of term products to one of our affiliated insurance agencies for which they are generally
compensated. Information regarding such products is available upon request.
Charitable Services
Offered through a separate and independent Section 501(c)(3) public charity, Goldman Sachs
Philanthropy Fund (“GSPF”), that administers donor-advised fund accounts. PWM clients can establish
a donor-advised fund account, make contributions to the account, recommend how the account’s
assets are invested and recommend charitable grants to be paid with account assets. As described
further in the GSPF Program Circular, assets contributed to a donor-advised fund account are owned
and controlled by GSPF.
Off-Platform Investments
Investments in private funds, private debt or equity, real estate or other opportunities you source away
from Goldman Sachs and for which you request our guidance. We will provide such guidance on an
accommodation basis only, and we will not be acting as your fiduciary in connection with such
guidance. Please review GS&Co.’s Form ADV and the provisions of your account documentation for
information on conflicts of interest we have in connection with any such requests.
Custody and Other Services
Operational administrative and safekeeping services related to your account, including portfolio and tax
reporting, record keeping and notifications, asset transfer facilitation and general client service provided
to your account. Please see “Safekeeping and Asset Protection” under “Important Information” for
additional information.
Consolidated Reporting
Reporting on externally held assets alongside or combined with Goldman Sachs holdings.
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Equity Trust IRAs and Retirement Accounts
In addition to GS&Co. IRAs, trustee and other retirement account related services are offered by Equity
Trust Company.

What we consider
when adding or
removing products on
our platform

We consider a variety of factors, including asset allocation guidance from ISG, client interest,
performance expectations, overlap and correlation with products that are already on our platform,
product type attributes, diversification of issuer and manager exposure, and cost when adding or
removing products on our platform.
Before a product is added to the platform, certain factors, such as operational and reputational risks,
are considered. We compare products with similar products across our platform, and take into account
the relative cost, expected performance, operational and reputational risk, of the product, as well as
appropriateness of the product for our clients.
In addition, products that are managed by external managers are reviewed by either our Alternative
Investments & Manager Selection (“AIMS”) group within GSAM or other teams within GS&Co.,
depending on how the product is sourced and the client base to whom the product will be distributed.
Products reviewed by AIMS undergo a due diligence review designed to assess the investment merits
of each product, which includes a review of the quality of the managers and the likelihood of producing
appropriate results over the long term. Applicable investment and operational due diligence committees
then determine which external products should be made available for investment.
The review process for affiliated products is conducted in a different way from AIMS and is
implemented primarily by teams within GS&Co. and, for certain products, GSAM. Because such teams
are familiar with Goldman Sachs’ operational infrastructure and internal controls, they are likely,
depending on the product, to generally focus more on the specifics of the investment product or any
unique characteristics, specific risks or eligibility criteria relating to such products.
Products are removed from the platform based on periodic reviews of client interest in the product, the
product’s performance and changes to the product’s management team, among other factors. PWM
management teams work with GSAM investment teams to conduct reviews on affiliated products, and
AIMS conducts reviews on external products.

What we consider
when recommending
accounts to our
clients

Brokerage Accounts:
Generally, we recommend that all clients open a brokerage account. We recommend a brokerage
account in particular for clients who wish to engage in transactions or invest in products that are not
available on the advisory platform, want to direct their own trades or who are looking for a transactionbased fee model. Specifically, we recommend a brokerage account for:


Self-directed trading



Margin financing



Shorting



Trade-by-trade fees only (e.g., commissions, markups, markdowns, spreads only)



Access to products that are not available in advisory accounts (e.g., selected GS issued
structured notes, GS underwritten new issue securities, OTC derivatives and certain alternative
investments)



Clients who do not meet investment minimums for an advisory strategy in desired asset classes



Clients who are not seeking portfolio level advice and monitoring

A brokerage account is also used to help facilitate the transfer of funds into and out of the firm.

Advisory Accounts:
Generally, we recommend an advisory account to clients who are interested in (1) discretionary
investment management accounts, (2) asset management for an asset-based fee or (3) access to
certain products or strategies not available on the brokerage platform. Specifically, we would
recommend an advisory account if a client wanted access to:


Third party mutual funds
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Separately managed accounts for equities, fixed income, options, private funds or structured
notes

We would also recommend an advisory account if a client did not wish to be consulted on every trade.

What we consider
when recommending
products and
services to our clients

Our PWAs have access to a variety of products and services to meet clients’ needs, and we
recommend different products and strategies based on each client’s unique circumstances.
This includes self-directed trading, managed accounts or both. In order to build a recommended
portfolio, PWAs generally leverage the ISG’s asset allocation models to align a client’s selected
investment objectives with asset allocation recommendations. ISG has developed over twelve different
asset allocation models for taxable and tax-exempt investors ranging from low volatility to aggressive
model portfolios. ISG runs its optimization process using the investment goals and risk tolerance clients
have shared with their PWM team.
As part of our investment process, we work with each client to determine which asset allocation model
is a most appropriate starting point for them, whether the client is a brokerage or advisory client. Prior
to making recommendations, our PWAs consider clients’ information and parameters, including
investment objectives, financial goals, risk appetite, tax status, their desire to be involved in trading
decisions or whether they have chosen to delegate such authority, fee sensitivity, and their desire to
own single securities vs. pooled vehicles, among other factors. We recommend products and services
based on any of these factors, or a combination of factors, on a client by client basis. To the extent
certain products offer exposure to the same asset class (or product), we work with clients to determine
a product (or investment) that meets their needs, taking into account the above referenced factors as
well as any specific factors that apply.
Set forth below are certain factors and client considerations that inform our recommendation of one
product over another. We generally will not consider each factor in every recommendation and will
weigh some factors more heavily than others based on a client’s specific circumstances.


Individual Securities – We recommend individual equity and fixed income securities when
clients have expressed interest in exposure to an individual company or specific sector on a
concentrated basis, are seeking liquidity and / or are looking for one-for-one upside and
downside. When making recommendations, our PWAs generally utilize Goldman Sachs
research for individual securities.
For equity securities, we make recommendations based on a client’s desire to gain exposure
to a specific stock or sector.
For fixed income securities, we make recommendations based on client tax status, risk
appetite and yield objectives. Investment grade securities are generally less risky and lower
yielding, whereas high yield securities are generally riskier but higher yielding. Additionally,
municipal fixed income securities may be appropriate for clients seeking certain tax
exemptions and are not seeking equity like returns.



Index-Linked Securities and Pooled Vehicles – We recommend index-linked securities
and pooled vehicles, such as mutual funds and exchange traded funds, when clients have
expressed interest in broad-based economic exposure to a market index, sector or
investment theme. When making recommendations for these products, we consider client
fee sensitivity, liquidity objectives and desire for active vs. passive management. In
general, ETFs are less expensive and more liquid than mutual funds. Additionally,
passively managed ETFs and mutual funds are generally less expensive than actively
managed ETFs and mutual funds.



Options, Derivatives and Structured Investments – We recommend options, derivatives
and structured investments when clients have expressed interest in a more customized
product that offers exposure to a market or underlying product that is not publicly available,
enhanced upside participation and / or some level of downside protection, and also wish to
take a directional view on a security, sector or market. In these situations, a client is less fee
sensitive, willing to pay a higher cost for enhanced optionality, and is generally comfortable
with leverage. Clients investing in these products are also assuming higher risk, including
counterparty credit risk, and therefore, are often more experienced investors. These
products may or may not be traded on publicly listed markets, and are often less liquid than
individual securities, indices and pooled vehicles.
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Stock Loans – We recommend stock loans when a client has a holding in custody that
GS&Co. wishes to borrow, and the client is interested in the opportunity to earn revenue for
lending particular securities and understands and accepts the risk of such transactions.



Special Investments – We recommend special investments across a wide range of subasset classes including hedge funds, private equity, private credit and private real estate
when a client has expressed interest in further diversifying their portfolio. These products
enable clients to gain exposure and access to different markets. Special investments are
generally illiquid in nature, and offer the potential for higher return with a higher level of
risk. For this reason, these investments are often most suitable for experienced investors
who are less fee sensitive, comfortable with leverage and able to commit to a longer-term
investment. Furthermore, clients can invest in a variety of strategies / products within each
sub-asset class. For instance, clients can invest in a range of hedge funds, such as tactical
trading, equity long/short, event driven and relative value. Additionally, clients can invest in
a range of private fund investments such as buyout, distressed, diversified, emerging
markets, energy and mezzanine. More information about these products may be obtained
from your PWA.

Recommendations regarding our advisory services, as described above, depend, in part, on availability
of certain products, your preference of managers (internal vs. external), and the desired fee
arrangement. For example, clients can generally only gain exposure to AIMS-approved mutual funds by
opening an account managed by their PWA. Similarly, clients can generally only gain exposure to
individual equity and fixed income securities managed by GSAM or an external manager by
participating in the Managed Account Strategies program. The Managed Account Strategies program
also offers access to our wrap fee, as described in this Relationship Guide.

Risks we consider
when recommending
products and
services to you

We seek to disclose the benefits and risks of each product and consider clients’ investment objectives
when making recommendations to clients. Clients should consider a number of factors / risks when
selecting products, including the potential for market movement, counterparty risk, liquidity,
concentration, tax efficiency, comfort with leverage and fees. For more information, see the Product
Risk Disclosure Supplement in the Account Agreements document provided to you at account opening,
which is amended and/or supplemented from time to time (“Account Agreements”), as well as
GS&Co.’s Form ADV. Additional information regarding risks is generally available in the materials
provided in connection with specific investments. Ask your PWA if you do not have an understanding of
these risks.

The Capacities in Which We Act
Acting as Broker

Where we expressly agree to act as a broker, our primary role is to execute trades for you based on
your instructions. It should be expected that we also make recommendations to you regarding
transactions, strategies and account types. When making such recommendations, we consider your
stated investment objectives and are required by Regulation Best Interest to act in your best interest
without placing our financial or other interests ahead of your interests. We are also required to disclose
certain information, including conflicts of interest, relevant to each recommendation.
Recommendations are incidental to the brokerage services we provide (meaning you do not pay a
separate fee for advice in brokerage transactions but compensate us only by payment of a commission,
markup/markdown or spread, depending on the product in which you are transacting). We do not
monitor your individual investments when we provide you brokerage services. If you require ongoing
monitoring of your individual investments, as described below, discuss an advisory relationship with
your PWA who will review the salient characteristics of an advisory relationship with you.
For retirement accounts, we act as a fiduciary only when you open an advisory account and we
formally agree in writing to act as a fiduciary.

Acting as Investment
Adviser

Where we expressly agree to act as an adviser, our primary role is to give you advice, including helping
you manage your investments, or helping you hire a third party investment manager to do so. When
we serve in an advisory capacity, we act as a fiduciary, which means we are bound to act in your best
interest and disclose conflicts of interest. As part of our advisory duty, we regularly monitor the trading
in your account and perform reviews as appropriate in response to particular events. Certain
investments and services may be selected by you without advice from us; in such cases, we are acting
only in a brokerage capacity.
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How Our Platform Operates
How we execute
trades

For brokerage accounts, equity, listed option and OTC derivative trades are primarily executed through
GS&Co., while fixed income trades are executed with a variety of broker dealers, including GS&Co.
For investment advisory accounts, equity trades for strategies managed by PWM are primarily
executed through GS&Co., while listed option trades and fixed income trades are executed through
GS&Co. or other broker dealers. Trades for strategies managed by GSAM or Goldman Sachs Asset
Management International (“GSAMi”) are directed in accordance with GSAM or GSAMi’s trading
policies and will, depending on the strategy, be executed through GS&Co. or other broker dealers.
Trades for strategies managed by third party managers or GSAM offered as a wrap account trade
through GS&Co. or other broker-dealers; you should review each manager’s ADV for more information
regarding their brokerage practices.
GS&Co. is able (but is not required) to (i) combine or “bunch” (sometimes called “aggregating,” as
appropriate) orders for your accounts with orders for other clients’ accounts or account in which
GS&Co. or its personnel have a beneficial interest and allocate securities or proceeds in a manner that
GS&Co. believes is fair and equitable and (ii) trade along with your order or permit another broker with
whom the order is placed to trade along, in accordance with applicable rules of any exchange or selfregulatory organization, subject to the following paragraph.
As a participant in the global financial markets, we purchase and sell securities for our own account.
Generally, subject to applicable exemptions, orders for client accounts are executed at prices that are
better than or the same as prices GS&Co. obtains when it trades in the same securities and on the
same side of the market for our own account at the same time. Specifically, where we have accepted
and hold an order for a security from a client, we will not trade that security on the same side of the
market for our own account at a price that would satisfy the client order (a practice known as “trading
along”) unless we are able to execute the customer order up to the size and at the same or better price
at which we traded for our own account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, we may trade along with a
client order (without executing such order up to the size of and at same or better price as the trade we
execute for our own account) where (i) we obtain your consent on a trade-by-trade basis or (ii) in
circumstances or transactions where we are permitted to trade along under applicable law (including
under FINRA Rule 5320), as further described in the Account Agreements.
GS&Co. executes certain trades on a principal basis, which means that GS&Co. sells securities to you
out of its own inventory to facilitate a purchase for your account or buy securities from you for its own
account to facilitate a sale. In this regard, note that subject to applicable law, GS&Co. will obtain your
consent in connection with such principal transactions with respect to advisory accounts, but not with
respect to brokerage accounts. GS&Co. also executes agency and other cross transactions. Such
transactions are effected by GS&Co. for both your account and the counterparty to a transaction.
Cross transactions generally enable us to purchase or sell a block of securities for your account at a set
price and possibly avoid an unfavorable price created through entrance into the market.

Certain limitations on
investment options
and services

Certain products are available only through brokerage accounts, while other products are available only
through advisory accounts. For example, currently OTC derivatives where we are the counterparty,
and alternative investments are generally available only through brokerage accounts, while third party
mutual funds and Beta+ structured notes are available only through advisory accounts.
Cash sweep and bank deposits are offered only through our affiliated bank.
As noted above, clients must generally have a minimum of $10 million in investable assets to open an
account. Similarly, certain products, such as hedge funds, private equity funds and separately
managed accounts, generally require a minimum investment amount and in addition, typically carry
certain investor eligibility requirements (e.g., accredited investor and / or qualified purchaser status).
With respect to IPOs and secondary offerings, clients must generally meet certain criteria before
investing in such products. In addition to requirements pertaining to the length and quality of the client
relationship, some account types are prohibited from participating in such offerings (e.g., foundations or
other similar entities where unrelated business taxable income (“UBTI”) may be generated) or may do
so only if certain conditions are met (e.g., purchases in PWM managed advisory accounts must be
made on a non-discretionary basis). In addition, certain client affiliations (e.g., employment within the
securities industry or with public or certain private companies for whom GS&Co. provides investment
banking services) will prohibit client participation in IPOs.
In addition to the products managed or issued by Goldman Sachs and its affiliates, we offer mutual
funds, ETFs and separate accounts managed by third parties, as well as structured products issued by
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third parties. Our decision to select in our discretion or recommend internal or external options for funds
or separate accounts is driven by a variety of factors, which include, but are not limited to:


Client interest in active vs. passive management styles;



Overlap and correlation with other investments within the client’s portfolio;



Client eligibility for the strategy, including investment minimums required by specific managers;



Relative cost;



Tax implications;



Liquidity considerations;



The ability to customize the strategy based on a client’s particular needs and circumstances;



Credit profile of the issuer and exposure to the issuer within the client portfolio, particularly as it
relates to structured notes;



The ability to achieve some level of downside risk mitigation or enhanced upside exposure
through embedded optionality; and



Expectations, in our sole judgment, of relative performance

Note that we may not have an external option for each asset class, even if we offer an internal option.
We regularly review our platform and add or remove managers based on performance, changes in
management or other reasons. The review process for internal separate accounts and fund managers
is different than the review process for external managers. See “What we consider when adding or
removing products on our platform”, above.

Client Fees and Other Charges
Fees applicable to
clients’ accounts

The fees you pay depend on the agreed upon fee arrangement, the nature of your relationship with us
– brokerage, advisory, or both – and the investments transacted in your accounts. Charges applied to
your accounts and transactions include, where applicable, execution charges (including commissions,
commission equivalents, markups, markdowns and dealer spreads), investment advisory fees, custody
fees and administrative costs, as well as, if applicable, the fees and expenses of underlying pooled
investment vehicles held in your account.
Depending on the products in which you invest, you will receive product specific documentation that
includes more information on specific charges associated with such products, including prospectuses
for mutual funds, IPOs and structured products. In addition, for certain secondary trades, your trade
confirmation will disclose the amount of any commission charged (but will generally not disclose
charges embedded in the price of the security, such as a markup).
Certain investments are more expensive for you than others even if they seek to implement the same
or a similar investment strategy. For example, structured notes will generally be more expensive than
ETFs, and OTC options will generally be more expensive than listed options.
We disclose commissions and fees in Appendix A of this Relationship Guide.

Brokerage Accounts:
With respect to brokerage accounts, you will be charged on a transactional basis. In this regard,
commissions will generally be charged in connection with transactions involving equities, MLPs, ETFs,
listed options and any other securities where trades are executed on an agency basis. Commission
equivalents, such as markups / markdowns and spreads, will be charged in connection with
transactions executed on a principal basis including for certain fixed income securities, such as bonds
and structured notes, as well as currency transactions, and certain equity and derivative transactions.
Execution costs are generally higher for brokerage accounts than for advisory accounts.
Additional fees, such as custody fees and administrative costs, will generally apply. Charges related to
a specific product, such as mutual funds, may include certain embedded fees, as described in the
applicable product documentation.
We typically do not charge execution fees for mutual funds.
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Advisory Accounts:
With respect to advisory accounts, you will be charged an account level advisory fee, and generally will
be charged certain transaction costs depending on your fee structure.
The advisory fee is generally calculated based on the monthly average market value of the account, as
set forth in the applicable fee schedule. For certain options strategies, the value of billable assets is
based on the monthly average market value held in the advisory account plus the monthly average
market value of the number of shares/index units or monthly average notional value on which the
strategy is based. The monthly average market value or notional value is generally determined using
end-of-day quantities and end-of-month market prices for each security or holding.
For advisory accounts managed by your PWA, you agree to a separate fee schedule for each type of
strategy or a single fee schedule across all strategies.
Transaction costs for advisory accounts managed by your PWA or other GS&Co. personnel include the
costs of execution, as well as other charges related to the product, such as mutual funds, which may
include certain embedded fees. For such products, we refer you to the product documentation for
details on such charges.
If you are in a wrap fee program, such as the Managed Account Strategies program, the advisory fee
generally covers the cost of execution through GS&Co., custody fees and administrative costs. The
wrap fee does not cover execution charges on transactions executed by other broker-dealers (“Trade
Aways”) and certain other expenses that are described in the wrap fee program brochure for our
Managed Account Strategies program (the “Wrap Brochure”), applicable Account Agreements, or
applicable fee schedules.
If agreed upon, other fee arrangements, such as the fee arrangement offered through our
Comprehensive Advisory Services Program (“CASP”), apply. CASP is designed for account
relationships that seek to access multi-asset class advisory services from Goldman Sachs under one
comprehensive advisory fee structure that applies to all eligible accounts in addition to amounts that
represent the cost of the product (such as mutual fund expenses and third party manager costs). In this
regard, instead of paying us on a strategy or product basis, you pay an advisory fee based on the total
billable assets in your CASP eligible advisory accounts along with the applicable manager cost for each
strategy in the accounts. Total billable assets include all billable assets in your CASP eligible advisory
accounts, as well as billable assets held in advisory accounts of your related parties that are also
participating in this fee arrangement, if any, as further described in the applicable section of your
account documents. Generally, the value of billable assets in your account is based on the monthly
average market value (including accruals) of a specific product. For certain private investment funds,
the value of billable assets is based on the monthly average committed capital (actual or discounted) or
invested capital, rather than market values. Note that total billable assets also include any cash held in
or through your account(s), including free credit balances and/or bank deposits. For certain options
strategies, the value of billable assets is based on the monthly average market value held in the
advisory account plus the monthly average market value of the number of shares/index units or
monthly average notional value on which the strategy is based. Fees related to CASP may be lower or
higher than the fees you would otherwise pay in the aggregate if you are not enrolled in the program.
Account fees and expenses are more or less expensive depending on the model chosen. When
determining your pricing model, you should consider, among other factors, your asset allocation and your
preferences.

Additional Information Regarding Particular Products:


Equity Offerings – We sell initial and secondary public offerings of equity securities at the
offer price. There is no separate execution charge for purchases of securities in such
offerings (other than in block trades and "spot" secondaries) but there will be such charges
on sales of such securities.



U.S. and International Equity Securities – You will be charged a commission for agency
trades or a spread or markup (markdown) for principal transactions when you buy or sell
common stock, preferred securities, ADRs, MLPs, closed- end funds and ETFs traded on an
exchange or in the over-the-counter market. ETFs also carry embedded fees that are charged
by the manager. Transactions in ADRs generally include certain embedded execution costs
including conversion or creation fees, foreign exchange costs and foreign tax charges.



Listed Options on U.S. Equities – You will be charged a commission for agency trades or a
commission equivalent for principal trades when buying or selling a listed option based on the
number of contracts or the principal amount of the trade, as reflected on your trade
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confirmation. You also pay a commission in connection with the receipt or delivery of shares
underlying an option upon exercise or assignment of the option contract.


Municipal Securities – We sell newly issued municipal bonds at the offer price (which is
inclusive of the fee we earn from the issuer). Secondary market bond trades may carry an
execution charge, depending on the type of security and its duration. These execution
charges are included in the total price reflected on your trade confirmation, and in some
cases are disclosed as a markup on such confirmations.



Taxable Fixed Income Securities – We sell newly issued taxable fixed income securities
and preferred securities at the offer price. Secondary market bond trades may carry an
execution charge, depending on the type of security and its duration. These execution
charges are included in the total price reflected on your trade confirmations, and in some
cases are disclosed as a markup on such confirmations. Newly issued Treasury securities
are offered only by auction.



Convertible Bonds – We sell newly issued convertible bonds at the offer price. On
secondary transactions of convertible bonds that trade on an exchange, we charge a
commission on convertible bonds that is reflected on your trade confirmation. With respect
to secondary transactions on convertible bonds traded over the counter, we charge a
markup or markdown that is included in the total price of the bonds, and in some cases is
disclosed as a markup on your trade confirmations.



Foreign Currency – Our firm trades foreign currency as principal or converts foreign currency
as appropriate, and the total price will generally include an execution charge, which is included
in the total price of the currency trade but is not separately identified on a confirmation.
Occasionally, the firm trades foreign currency as agent and you pay an execution charge to
the third party dealer.



Free Credit Balances – We apply positive or negative interest rates to certain currencies
and account types. Rates are displayed on monthly statements. Free credit balances are
payable to you on demand. If negative interest rates apply, you will be charged a fee in
connection with such free credit balances.



Structured Notes / Investments (Securities) – We sell structured securities at the offer
price, which may include a markup, ranging in value based on factors including the tenor of
the note, the underlying asset class and exposure, and structuring cost. The offer price
may be significantly higher than the estimated value of the security. If a structured
investment is bought or sold in the secondary market, we generally repurchase from or sell
to you securities at the bid/offer price, which may include a spread and which is disclosed
as a markup on your trade confirmations. Secondary trading of structured securities also
carries an execution charge that varies based on their type, invested amount and duration.



Over-the-Counter Derivatives – Such transactions carry an embedded markup to
compensate for executing the transaction and taking market risk. Certain derivative
transactions are subject to Dodd-Frank and/or European Market Infrastructure Regulation
(“EMIR”) requirements, which includes additional fees depending upon the type of transaction
and service you choose (subject to eligibility requirements). Examples of these fees include
upfront and annual fees for the maintenance of a legal entity identifier, fees for derivative
clearing broker services (provided by the clearing broker of your choice, either GS&Co. or third
party), fees and commissions for execution on cleared derivative clearinghouses, exchanges
or swap execution facilities (“SEF”), fees for initial margin segregation with third party
custodians, fees for GS&Co.’s optional delegated EMIR trade reporting service, and fees and
commissions for GS&Co.’s optional agency execution service for SEF execution.



Mutual Funds – All mutual funds carry built-in operating expenses that affect the fund’s return.
Examples include investment management fees, distribution and marketing fees (called 12b-1
fees or annual distribution fees) and mutual fund transaction fees. Details on the operating
expenses are included in each fund’s prospectus in the expense table or offering document.
Different share classes have different investment services fees, which are also described in
the fund’s perspective.



Special Investments – Fees for special investments, as described above, are set forth in the
offering documents associated with the investment. Certain funds carry built-in operating
expenses that affect the fund’s return. Examples include investment management fees and
fund transaction fees. Details on the operating expenses are included in each fund’s
prospectus or offering document.
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For more information, see Appendix A of this Relationship Guide.

Other Services:
In addition to the fees described above, other fees may apply to your account, depending on the
products and services selected. Such products and services include:


Bank Deposits – There is currently no charge associated with bank deposits; however,
Goldman Sachs Bank USA could, consistent with the terms of applicable terms and conditions
set forth in the Account Agreements, charge negative interest on bank deposits (including
deposits held in US dollars).



Private Wealth Savings Account – There is no charge associated with opening a Private
Wealth Savings Account.



Term Deposit – There is no charge associated with term deposits.



Loans – You pay interest on loans at a rate that is negotiable and varies depending on various
factors, including the amount borrowed and the nature of the collateral. For demand loans or
floating rate committed loans, you may repay principal at any time without penalty although
fixed rate loans may include a cost for early repayment. You should also expect to pay
origination, commitment or other fees associated with loans you obtain from the firm, its
affiliates or third parties. Goldman Sachs does not make available loans from other banks, who
offer lower interest rates.



Mortgages – For all mortgage loans, you pay interest on mortgages that varies depending on
various factors, including the amount borrowed and the nature of the collateral. Please note
that Goldman Sachs Bank USA sells mortgage loans from time to time to third party banks.



Payment Services – These services are currently intended to be provided free of charge for
clients, other than annual fees for charge cards paid to the card issuer, certain checking and
ATM fees and fees for debit card transactions outside the United States or in foreign
currencies. Please see the Payment Services Supplement in the Account Agreements for
more information.



Margin Loans – You pay interest on margin loans at a rate that is negotiable and that varies
depending on the amount borrowed and your relationship with PWM. For more information,
see the Interest Charges and Margin Requirements document set forth in the Account
Agreements.



Trust Services – A separate fiduciary fee is charged by the Goldman Sachs Trust Company,
N.A. or The Goldman Sachs Trust Company of Delaware for trust, estate and philanthropic
advisory services.



Goldman Sachs Family Office Services – Clients generally do not pay any fees to GS&Co.
for family office services. GS&Co. reserves the right to adjust the family office services fee in
the event of extraordinary circumstances. Where GS&Co. offers family office services that are
provided through third-party vendors, it should be expected that additional fees will apply and
any such associated fees will be subject to separate arrangements set forth in agreements
with such third-party vendors.



Financial Counseling Services – Ayco is paid for its services through a separate financial
counseling fee, which is paid, in whole or in part, by the client, the client’s employer, or in
some cases, a third party pursuant to an arrangement with the client or the client’s employer.
The fees for financial counseling generally depend on the type of engagement (e.g., employer
vs. individual paid) and the types of services offered, and will vary depending on the client’s
individual circumstances and needs.



Variable Products – When you purchase a Variable Product there are a number of fees and
charges imposed by the carrier under the policy which include, but are not limited to, mortality
and expense risk charges, annual contract maintenance charge, sales and surrender charges,
withdrawal charges, administrative charges, and additional asset based and benefit based
charges for optional benefits, all of which are disclosed in the prospectus and policy. In
addition, you should expect there will be tax consequences associated with withdrawals and
other distributions in respect of your policy. A contingent withdrawal charge will also apply.



Charitable Services – Depending on the investments held in a client’s GSPF donor-advised
fund account, such account is generally charged investment advisory fees, brokerage
commissions, execution costs, and underlying manager fees. GSPF donor-advised fund
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accounts may also be charged an agency fee. Additionally, each GSPF donor-advised fund
account is charged an administrative fee. For more information regarding fees applicable to
GSPF donor-advised fund accounts, see the GSPF Program Circular.

When are fees applied
to clients’ accounts



Custody Services – An annual fee may be charged that varies based upon the types of
business you do with PWM and the amount of assets under management.



Equity Trust IRAs and Retirement Plans – You pay an annual fee to Equity Trust Company
for trustee services in connection with your Equity Trust Company accounts, as well as certain
other fees, depending on the services you select.

Brokerage Fees:
Brokerage fees are charged on a transaction basis and will be reflected on your trade confirmations
(either as commissions / commission equivalents for equity securities or included in the net price shown
for fixed income or preferred equity securities). Such fees will be debited from your account upon
settlement of the transaction.

Advisory Fees:
Advisory fees are calculated and payable quarterly in arrears and will de debited from your account.
For more information regarding fees, see “Fees applicable to clients’ accounts”, above.

Other Fees:
Other fees, as described in this Relationship Guide, will generally apply to, and be debited from, your
account on an annual basis (e.g., custody fees are generally debited in April or otherwise).
More information about fees and charges is available from us at any time and is included in the
Account Agreements, GS&Co.’s Form ADV, our Wrap Brochure, the Form ADV of each third party
manager and the Commission and Advisory Fee Schedule attached to this Relationship Guide. The
fees listed in GS&Co.’s Form ADV and Wrap Brochure are negotiable and you pay the fee stated in the
fee schedule that you sign when you agree to invest in any managed strategy. GS&Co.’s Form ADV
and Wrap Brochure fee schedules represent the highest fee that will be charged absent special
circumstances.

Firm and PWA Compensation
Compensation to the
Firm

The Firm is compensated in a number of ways as a worldwide, full-service investment banking, brokerdealer, asset management and financial services organization, including in connection with trading
and/or structuring investments for you or managing your assets or a pool of assets (such as in a fund
investment).
Fees paid to Goldman Sachs vary by product, over time and depending on your type of account. When
we act as broker, we will generally be compensated by an execution charge on a trade by trade basis,
which typically includes a commission or a markup, markdown and / or dealer spread. For banking
products, we will earn interest on loans. When we act as adviser, we will generally earn a fee based on
assets under management and also earn execution charges depending on the strategy you invest in
and the type of fee structure you choose.
Of the total asset-based fees you pay for the products and services we provide, a portion is generally
used to pay for the services of external investment managers, third party providers, or other external
resources that help us deliver products and services for our clients. All other amounts are paid to
Goldman Sachs.
Certain conflicts of interest exist in connection with our compensation, as further described in
“Conflicts”, below.
With respect to specific products and services, Goldman Sachs receives compensation as follows,
which may vary depending on whether you have a brokerage or advisory account:


Equity Offerings – We receive underwriter’s compensation from the issuer or seller of the
securities as part of the offering price. Any selling concession earned by us will be
disclosed in the prospectus for the offering.



U.S and International Equity Securities – We receive a commission in connection with
transactions in such securities.
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Listed Options on U.S Equities – We receive a commission in connection with transactions
in such securities.



Municipal Securities – If we are underwriter of a bond issue we generally receive a fee
directly from the issuer which is part of the initial offering price of the bond. We also receive a
commission for secondary market bond trades and / or a spread from principal trading in
municipal securities generally.



Taxable Fixed Income Securities – If we are underwriter of a bond issue we generally
receive a fee directly from the issuer which is part of the initial offering price of the bond. We
also receive a commission for secondary market bond trades and / or earn a spread from
principal trading in fixed income securities generally. With respect to newly issued treasury
securities, we will generally earn a spread. We earn a selling concession (which is part of the
underwriter’s compensation) on medium and long-term agency securities and earn either a
selling concession or spread on short-term debt securities.



Convertible Bonds – We receive underwriter’s compensation from the issuer of such
securities as part of the offering price. We also receive compensation in the form of a
commission for secondary transactions of convertible bonds that trade on an exchange and
/ or from markup or markdowns for convertible bonds that trade over the counter.



Foreign Currency – We are compensated from execution charges including a spread that is
generally included in the total price of the currency trade.



Free Credit Balances – We will generally earn compensation in connection with negative
interest rates. GS&Co. also benefits from such free credit balances because such cash is
often used by GS&Co. in the ordinary course of its business, provided that GS&Co. locks up
its client’s aggregate net credit balances in special reserve accounts maintained at banks for
the exclusive benefit of its clients.



Structured Notes / Investments (Securities) – We earn compensation in the form of a
markup and, in the context of secondary trading, a spread. In addition, depending on our role
in connection with the securities, our firm and/or its affiliates also receive compensation from
trading and hedging activities related to the securities.



Over-the-Counter Derivatives – We earn compensation in the form of a markup. We also
receive compensation from trading and hedging activities related to the securities.



Mutual Funds – We may receive compensation from mutual funds managers in the form of
administrative, distribution or 12b-1 fees, or shareholder servicing fees. Compensation
received from mutual fund managers is passed onto clients in Goldman Sachs’ discretion.



Special Investments – We earn a management fee or placement fee, administrative fees
and, in some cases, a performance fee. We also earn deal fees and financing fees for certain
funds, as described in the applicable offering documents.



Bank Deposits – Goldman Sachs Bank USA could, consistent with the applicable terms and
conditions set forth in the Account Agreements, charge negative interest on bank deposits
(including deposits held in US dollars). In addition, Goldman Sachs Bank USA uses cash in
the ordinary course of business as permitted by law and earns income as a result. GS&Co.
receives compensation from Goldman Sachs Bank USA for certain services provided,
including recordkeeping.



Private Wealth Savings Account – Goldman Sachs Bank USA uses cash in the ordinary
course of business as permitted by law and earns income as a result.



Term Deposit – Goldman Sachs Bank USA uses cash in the ordinary course of business as
permitted by law and earns income as a result.



Loans – Goldman Sachs Bank USA earns interest on loans that it extends to clients. Goldman
Sachs Bank USA generally also receives compensation in connection with origination,
commitment or other fees associated with loans you obtain from the firm, its affiliates or third
parties.



Mortgages – Goldman Sachs Bank USA earns interest on mortgage loans. Please note that
Goldman Sachs Bank USA also sells mortgage loans from time to time to third party banks.



Payment Services – We earn a marketing fee from American Express in connection with
the charge card.
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Margin Loans – We earn interest on margin loans, as further described in the Account
Agreements, including the Interest Charges and Margin Requirements document.



Trust Services – Goldman Sachs Trust Company, N.A. or the Goldman Sachs Trust
Company of Delaware earns compensation from the fees that are charged in connection with
trust, estate and philanthropic services.



Goldman Sachs Family Office Service – Clients generally do not pay any fees to GS&Co.
for family office services.



Financial Counseling Services – Ayco is compensated through a separate financial
counseling fee.



Variable Products and Term Products – Mercer Allied receives insurance commissions from
insurers for the distribution of Variable Products. Our affiliated insurance agencies receive
commissions for the sale of term products. Referral payments will be made to personnel
appropriately licensed with GS&Co.



Charitable Services – GSPF is compensated through the administrative fee. GS&Co. and its
affiliates earn compensation from managing or issuing the investments made by GSPF.



Custody Services – GS&Co. is compensated from a separate custody fee that generally is
applied to your account.

The majority of PWAs are paid pursuant to a compensation program that seeks to align incentives with
the best interest of our clients, attract and retain top talent, compensate fairly, and incentivize behavior
that aligns with the strategic goals of the business, including compliance with policies and appropriate
risk management.
Our PWAs who participate in our compensation plan are compensated based on revenues generated
on client accounts, including asset management fees, commissions and other revenues related to the
purchase and sale of securities and other investments, distribution and other fees paid to us by asset
managers and on other products and services we offer. The advisor payout rate on our product and
service offerings varies by investment and account, but is approximately 30%.
PWAs are eligible for additional compensation based on a number of factors, including achieving
certain levels of productivity, sourcing new relationships, training new advisors and making referrals to
other parts of the firm.
Above a certain compensation level determined by the firm, PWAs employed at year end receive a
portion of their compensation (as described above) in the form of deferred stock awards that are
subject to vesting and transfer restrictions on the same basis as the rest of the firm.
Certain PWAs who do not participate in the compensation program receive a salary and a discretionary
bonus.
PWM reviews PWAs on a quarterly basis for compensation adjustments in the event of a disciplinary
matter.
For brokerage relationships, PWAs are paid a percentage of the execution charge, as described above,
for the product being traded. For advisory relationships, PWAs are paid a percentage of the asset
based fee or a percentage of the revenue depending on the product. For banking products, PWAs are
paid on deposits and loans, where legally permitted. In this regard, PWAs earn more for deposits than
other cash products.
For private funds, your PWA receives a percentage payout, generally based upon the size of the
commitment, in the year of the close of the fund, and in subsequent years in the form of a trailer. For
hedge funds, your PWA generally receives a quarterly trailer based upon the size of the investment and
the specific investment vehicle. Compensation to PWAs in connection with such Special Investments,
as described above, may be higher than for other asset classes.
For the avoidance of doubt, references herein to PWA do not include other PWM personnel (who are
generally compensated differently from your PWA).
Your PWA earns more for certain investments than others and you should expect that he/she will earn
more for certain investments managed by Goldman Sachs and its affiliates than for investments
managed by managers that are not affiliated with Goldman Sachs. For more information, see “Conflicts
of your PWA”, below.
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Conflicts
Conflicts of the Firm

Goldman Sachs is a worldwide, full-service investment banking, broker-dealer, asset management and
financial services organization and a major participant in global financial markets. As such, Goldman
Sachs provides a wide range of financial services to a substantial and diversified client base that
includes corporations, financial institutions, governments, and individuals. Goldman Sachs acts as
broker-dealer, investment adviser, investment banker, underwriter, research provider, administrator,
financier, adviser, market maker, trader, prime broker, derivatives dealer, clearing agent lender,
counterparty, agent, principal, distributor, investor or in other commercial capacities for accounts or
companies or affiliated or unaffiliated funds in which certain accounts have an interest. In those and
other capacities, Goldman Sachs advises and deals with clients and third parties in all markets and
transactions and purchases, sells, holds and recommends a broad array of investments, including
securities, derivatives, loans, commodities, currencies, credit default swaps, indices, baskets and other
financial instruments and products for its own accounts and for the accounts of clients and of its
personnel. In addition, Goldman Sachs has direct and indirect interests in the global fixed income,
currency, commodity, equities, bank loan and other markets. Goldman Sachs invests certain accounts
in products and strategies sponsored, managed or advised by Goldman Sachs or in which Goldman
Sachs has an interest, either directly or indirectly, or otherwise restricts accounts from making such
investments.
In this regard, it should be expected that Goldman Sachs’ activities and dealings with other clients and
third parties affect accounts in ways that disadvantage such accounts and/or benefit Goldman Sachs or
other clients. The following are descriptions of certain conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of
interest that are associated with the financial or other interests that Goldman Sachs has in advising or
dealing with other clients or third parties or in acting on its own behalf. The conflicts herein do not
purport to be a complete list or explanation of the conflicts associated with the financial or other
interests GS&Co. or Goldman Sachs may have now or in the future.

Goldman Sachs Acting in Multiple Commercial Capacities:


Goldman Sachs faces conflicts of interest in providing services to client accounts because
Goldman Sachs provides many services and has many commercial relationships with
companies and affiliated and unaffiliated funds (or their applicable personnel). In this regard.
companies in which you invest may hire Goldman Sachs to provide underwriting, merger
advisory, distribution, other financial advisory, placement agency, foreign currency hedging,
research, asset management services, brokerage services or other services to the company.
In addition, Goldman Sachs sponsors, manages, advises or provides services to affiliated or
unaffiliated funds (or their personnel) in which you invest. In connection with such commercial
relationships and services, Goldman Sachs receives fees, compensation and remuneration
that should be expected to be substantial, as well as other benefits. For example, providing
such services enhances Goldman Sachs’ relationships with various parties, facilitate additional
business development and enable Goldman Sachs to obtain additional business and/or
generate additional revenue. Clients are not entitled to compensation related to any such
benefit to businesses of Goldman Sachs (including PWM). In addition, such relationships may
have an adverse impact on accounts, including, for example, by restricting potential
investment opportunities, as described below, incentivizing Goldman Sachs to take or refrain
from taking certain actions on behalf of an account when doing so would be adverse to such
business relationships, and/or influencing Goldman Sachs’ selection or recommendation of
certain investment products and/or strategies over others.



In connection with providing such services, it should be expected that Goldman Sachs will take
commercial steps in its own interest, or advise the parties to which it is providing services, to
take other actions. Such actions may benefit Goldman Sachs. For example, Goldman Sachs is
incentivized to cause accounts to invest, directly or indirectly, in securities, bank loans or other
obligations of companies affiliated with Goldman Sachs, advised by Goldman Sachs (including
GS&Co.) or in which Goldman Sachs or other clients have an equity, debt or other interest, or
to engage in investment transactions that may result in Goldman Sachs or other clients being
relieved of obligations or otherwise divested of investments. Similarly, certain accounts acquire
securities or indebtedness of a company affiliated with Goldman Sachs directly or indirectly
through syndicate or secondary market purchases, or may make a loan to, or purchase
securities from, a company that uses the proceeds to repay loans made by Goldman Sachs.
These activities may enhance the profitability of Goldman Sachs or other clients with respect
to their investment in and activities relating to such companies. Your accounts will not be
entitled to compensation as a result of this enhanced profitability.
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Providing such services may also have an adverse effect on your accounts. For example,
Goldman Sachs makes loans to and enters into margin with, asset-based or other credit
facilities or similar transactions with, clients, companies, individuals, or managers or their
affiliates that are secured by publicly or privately held securities or other assets, including by a
client’s assets or interests in an account. Some of these borrowers are public or private
companies, or founders, officers or shareholders in companies in which Goldman Sachs, funds
managed by Goldman Sachs, or accounts directly or indirectly invest, and such loans may be
secured by securities of such companies, which may be the same as, or pari passu with or
more senior or junior to, interests held (directly or indirectly) by Goldman Sachs, funds
managed by Goldman Sachs, or other accounts. In connection with its rights as lender,
Goldman Sachs acts to protect its own commercial interest and may take actions that
adversely affect the borrower, including by liquidating or causing the liquidation of securities on
behalf of a borrower or foreclosing and liquidating such securities in Goldman Sachs’ own
name. Such actions will adversely affect clients’ accounts (if, for example, a large position in
securities is liquidated, among the other potential adverse consequences, the value of such
security declines rapidly, and accounts holding (directly or indirectly) such security in turn
decline in value or are unable to liquidate their positions in such security at an advantageous
price or at all).
In connection with any such liquidation, reorganization or restructuring, a particular account’s
holdings in the issuer may be extinguished or substantially diluted, while Goldman Sachs or its
clients may recover some or all of the amounts due to them.



Certain Goldman Sachs activities on behalf of its clients also restrict investment opportunities
that are otherwise available to client accounts. Goldman Sachs is often engaged by
companies as a financial adviser, or to provide financing or other services, in connection with
commercial transactions that are potential investment opportunities for accounts. There are
circumstances under which clients are precluded from participating in such transactions as a
result of Goldman Sachs’ engagement by such companies. Goldman Sachs reserves the right
to act for these companies in such circumstances, notwithstanding the potential adverse effect
on clients’ accounts.



Goldman Sachs may advise a company to make changes to its capital structure, the results of
which would be a reduction in the value or priority of a security held by clients’ accounts.



Goldman Sachs represents creditor or debtor companies in proceedings under Chapter 11 of
the U.S. Bankruptcy Code (and equivalent non-U.S. bankruptcy laws). From time to time,
Goldman Sachs serves on creditor or equity committees. It should be expected that these
actions, for which Goldman Sachs will be compensated, will limit or preclude the flexibility that
you would otherwise have had in connection with buying or selling the securities issued by
those companies.



GS&Co. gathers information in the course of such other activities and relationships about
companies in which a client holds or may in the future hold an interest. In the event that
Goldman Sachs is consulted in connection with opportunities with respect to these companies,
GS&Co. will have no obligation to disclose such information, any other non-public information
which is otherwise subject to an obligation of confidence to another person, or the fact that
GS&Co. is in possession of such information, to the client or to use such information on the
client’s behalf. As a result of actual or potential conflicts, GS&Co. may not be able to provide a
client with information or certain services with respect to a particular opportunity.

From time to time, some or all client accounts are offered investment opportunities that are made
available through Goldman Sachs businesses outside of PWM, including, for example, interests in real
estate and other private investments. In this regard, a conflict of interest will exist to the extent that
Goldman Sachs controls or otherwise influences the terms and pricing of such investments and/or
receives fees or other benefits in connection therewith. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Goldman Sachs
businesses outside of PWM are under no obligation or other duty to provide investment opportunities to
any accounts, and generally are not expected to do so. It should be expected that opportunities not
allocated (or not fully allocated) to accounts will be undertaken by Goldman Sachs, including for
GS&Co. accounts, or made available to other accounts or third parties.

Differing Recommendations and Competing Interests:
GS&Co.’s recommendations or other actions taken for your account will compete with, affect, differ
from, conflict with, or involve timing different from, recommendations made or actions taken for other
clients. Goldman Sachs (including PWM), the clients it advises, and its personnel have interests in and
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/ or deal with accounts that have investment objectives or portfolios similar to, related to or opposed to
your account. In this regard, it should be expected that such recommendations or other actions taken in
connection with other accounts adversely impact your account, as described below. In addition,
Goldman Sachs (including PWM), the clients it advises, and its personnel engage (or consider
engaging) in commercial arrangements or transactions with clients, and/or compete for commercial
arrangements or transactions or invest in the same types of companies, assets, securities and other
instruments, as particular accounts. Such arrangements, transactions or investments adversely affect
your account by, for example, limiting your ability to engage in such activity or by effecting the pricing or
terms of such arrangements, transactions or investments. Moreover, a particular account on the one
hand, and Goldman Sachs or other account, on the other hand, may vote differently on, or take or
refrain from taking different actions with respect to, the same security, that disadvantages your account.
Where Goldman Sachs receives greater fees or other compensation from such other accounts than it
does from your account, Goldman Sachs will be incentivized to favor such accounts.
GS&Co. may on a proprietary basis sell, redeem, purchase, take short positions in or take similar
actions with respect to securities, currencies, funds or other investments in which your account is
invested without having to notify you of such investment or activity. GS&Co. may also create, write, sell
or issue, or act as placement agent or distributor of derivatives and structured investment products
whose value is linked to the value of underlying assets. To the extent permitted by applicable law,
GS&Co. may hedge its derivative positions by buying or selling such underlying assets, and reserves
the right to sell or redeem some or all of these underlying assets without notice to you. Such actions
may have an adverse effect on the amount of fees, expenses and other costs incurred directly or
indirectly in connection with your account. For instance, GS&Co. may for its own account have long or
short positions in and actively buy or sell the products or related securities purchased or sold for your
account, or derivatives of these products or related securities.
The timing of transactions entered into or recommend by Goldman Sachs on behalf of itself or its
clients, including client accounts, can negatively impact your account while benefitting other accounts.
For example, if Goldman Sachs implements an investment decision or strategy for other accounts
ahead of, or contemporaneously with, or behind the implementation of similar investment decisions or
strategies for your account (whether or not the investment decisions emanate from the same research
analysis or other information) such action could result, due to market impact in liquidity constraints or
other factors, in your account receiving less favorable investment or trading results or incurring
increased costs. Similarly, if Goldman Sachs implements an investment decision or strategy that results
in the purchase (or sale) of a security for your account such action may increase the value of such
security already held by another account (or decrease the value of such security that such other
account intends to purchase), thereby benefiting such other account.
The terms of an investment available to personnel of Goldman Sachs are typically different from, and
more favorable than, those made available to a third-party investor in such an investment. For example,
it should be expected that Goldman Sachs personnel who are investors in such an investment
generally will not be charged management fees or performance-based fees (or will be charged at a
lower rate), will share in the performance-based compensation, may, subject to applicable law, have
their commitments pledged under a subscription facility, and will receive capital calls, distributions and
information regarding investments at different times than third-party investors. It should be expected
that, to the extent permitted by law, certain investors in such an investment will be provided leverage by
Goldman Sachs. In the event of a substantial decline in the value of the investments in an account, the
leverage, if any, provided to employees may have the effect of rendering the investments by employees
effectively worthless, which could undermine the potential alignment of interest between employees
and third-party investors. In certain circumstances, subject to applicable law, including the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, Goldman Sachs will offer to purchase,
redeem or liquidate the interests held by one or more investors potentially on terms advantageous to
such investors) or to release one or more investors from their obligations to fund capital commitments
without offering third- party investors the same or a similar opportunity.
From time to time, Goldman Sachs develops, co-develops, owns and operates stock market and other
indices (each an “Index” and collectively “Indices”) based on investment and trading strategies it has
developed or co- developed with a third party. Because Goldman Sachs receives a portion of the fees
generated from licensing the right to use the Index, or components thereof, Goldman Sachs is
incentivized to recommend that you invest in products that seek to track performance of the Index.
GS&Co. will generally execute all transactions for your account (except, for example, transactions in
connection with certain strategies managed by GSAM or GSAMi), even though execution may have
been less expensive through another broker-dealer.
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Affiliated Products / External Products:
Goldman Sachs receives higher fees, compensation and other benefits when assets of accounts are
allocated to affiliated products rather than external products. GS&Co., therefore, is incentivized to
recommend the allocation of client assets to affiliated products, rather than to external products.
Similarly, GS&Co. is dis-incentivized to consider or recommend the removal of an account’s assets
from, or the modification of an account’s allocations to, an affiliated product at a time that it otherwise
would have where doing so would decrease the fees, compensation and other benefits to Goldman
Sachs, including where disposal of such affiliated product by the account would likely adversely affect
the affiliated product with respect to its liquidity position or otherwise. Moreover, GS&Co. has an
interest in recommending the investment of assets of an account in affiliated products that impose
higher fees than those imposed by other affiliated products or that provide other benefits to Goldman
Sachs.
The activities of affiliated products may be restricted because of regulatory or other requirements
applicable to Goldman Sachs and/or its internal policies designed to comply with, limit the applicability
of, or otherwise relate to such requirements. To the extent that external products are not subject to the
same or similar restrictions or requirements it should be expected that such external products will
outperform affiliated products.
The review process, as described in this Relationship Guide, differs depending on whether the product
is for an affiliated product or external product. Personnel of GS&Co. may recommend an affiliated
product that they may not have recommended had the same review process applicable to external
products been utilized for the affiliated product.
Goldman Sachs provides opportunities to clients to make investments in affiliated products in which
certain accounts have already invested. Such follow-on investments can create conflicts of interest,
such as the determination of the terms of the new investment and the allocation of such opportunities
among accounts. Follow-on investment opportunities may be available to clients with no existing
investment in the affiliated product, resulting in the assets of an account potentially providing value to,
or otherwise supporting the investments of, other accounts. Accounts may also participate in releveraging, recapitalization and similar transactions involving affiliated products in which other accounts
have invested or will invest. Conflicts of interest in these recapitalization and other transactions arise
between accounts with existing investments in an affiliated product and accounts making subsequent
investments in the affiliated product, which have opposing interests regarding pricing and other terms.
The subsequent investments may dilute or otherwise adversely affect the interests of the previouslyinvested client accounts.
Goldman Sachs may create, write, sell, issue, invest in or act as placement agent or distributor of
derivative instruments related to affiliated products such as pooled investment vehicles, or with respect
to underlying securities or assets of affiliated products, or which are otherwise based on, or seek to
replicate or hedge, the performance of affiliated products. Such derivative transactions, and any
associated hedging activity, may differ from, and be adverse to, the interests of your account. For
example, derivative transactions could represent leveraged investments in an investment fund in which
you have an interest, and the leveraged characteristics of such investments could make it more likely,
due to events of default or otherwise, that there would be significant redemptions of interests from such
underlying fund more quickly than might otherwise be the case. Goldman Sachs, acting in commercial
capacities in connection with such derivative transactions, may in fact cause such a redemption.
Activities in respect of derivative transactions, and any associated hedging activity, may occur as a
result of Goldman Sachs’ adjustment in assessment of an investment or an affiliated manager or
unaffiliated manager based on various considerations, and Goldman Sachs will generally not provide
notice to you in respect of any such adjustment in assessment.
Subject to applicable law, Goldman Sachs or its clients may invest in or alongside particular accounts
that are invested in affiliated products. These investments may be on terms more favorable than those
of an investment by other accounts in such affiliated products and may constitute a substantial
percentage of such affiliated products, resulting in particular accounts being allocated a smaller share
of the investment than would be the case absent the side-by-side investment. Unless provided
otherwise by agreement to the contrary, Goldman Sachs, its personnel and its clients may redeem or
withdraw interests in these affiliated products at any time without notice or regard to the effect on the
portfolios of the account invested in the affiliated product and adversely affect any such redemption or
withdrawal. Substantial requests for redemption or withdrawal by Goldman Sachs in a concentrated
period of time could require an affiliated product to liquidate certain of its investments more rapidly than
otherwise desirable in order to raise cash to fund the redemptions or withdrawals, adversely affecting
the affiliated product and its investors, as well as clients including your account.
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It should be expected that the various types of investors in and beneficiaries of affiliated products,
including Goldman Sachs and its affiliates, will have conflicting investment, tax and other interests with
respect to their interest in the affiliated products. When considering a potential investment for an
affiliated product, Goldman Sachs will generally consider the investment objectives of the affiliated
product, not the investment objectives of any particular investor or beneficiary. Goldman Sachs’
decisions, including with respect to tax matters, from time to time will be more beneficial to one type of
investor or beneficiary than another, or to GS&Co. and its affiliates than to investors or beneficiaries
unaffiliated with GS&Co. In addition, Goldman Sachs may face certain tax risks based on positions
taken by an affiliated product, including as a withholding agent. Goldman Sachs reserves the right on
behalf of itself and its affiliates to take actions adverse to the affiliated product or other accounts in
these circumstances, including withholding amounts to cover actual or potential tax liabilities.
From time to time, Goldman Sachs holds ownership interests in and/or has other relationships with
certain service providers that provide products or services that are utilized by its clients, and from which
it will receive compensation or other benefits, creating a conflict of interest.

Investments in and Advice Regarding Different Parts of an Issuer’s Capital Structure:
Goldman Sachs or its clients, on the one hand, and a particular account, on the other hand, invest in or
extend credit to different parts of the capital structure of a single issuer. As a result, Goldman Sachs or
its clients may take actions that adversely affect the particular account. In addition, it should be
expected that Goldman Sachs (including PWM) makes recommendations to clients with respect to
different parts of the capital structure of the same issuer, or classes of securities that are subordinate or
senior to securities, in which a particular account invests. Goldman Sachs is able to pursue rights,
provide recommendations or engage in other activities, or refrain from pursuing rights, providing
recommendations or engaging in other activities, on behalf of itself or its clients with respect to an
issuer in which a particular account has invested, and such actions (or refraining from action) may have
an adverse effect on such account.
For example, in the event that Goldman Sachs or other client account holds loans, securities or other
positions in the capital structure of an issuer that ranks senior in preference to the holdings of a
particular account in the same issuer, and the issuer experiences financial or operational difficulties,
Goldman Sachs (acting on behalf of itself or the other account) may seek a liquidation, reorganization
or restructuring of the issuer, or terms in connection with the foregoing, that adversely affects or
otherwise conflicts with the interests of the particular account’s holdings in the issuer. In connection
with any such liquidation, reorganization or restructuring, a particular account’s holdings in the issuer
may be extinguished or substantially diluted, while Goldman Sachs or other client accounts recovers
some or all of the amounts due to them.

Conflicts Relating to Compensation:
There are certain inherent conflicts of interest in our provision of services to clients because GS&Co. is
compensated based upon client trading through GS&Co. or hiring GS&Co. as investment manager for
the client’s assets. GS&Co. may earn more for serving as investment adviser, where a client pays an
asset based fee than as broker, where a client pays execution charges on a per transaction basis. In
addition, GS&Co. earns more when GS&Co invests your assets in certain products offered by GS&Co.
or its affiliates than third party products and more for certain asset classes than others, as described
above, and GS&Co. may not always offer third party options for every product or asset class.
GS&Co. receives compensation when brokerage accounts invest in products managed by GS&Co.
such as mutual funds, hedge funds or other alternative investments. GS&Co. and its employees will
generally directly or indirectly receive a portion of fees and commissions paid by you. Such fees and
commissions vary according to the type of product or service and may be higher for certain products or
services.
GS&Co. also receives compensation in the form of placement fees or access fund management fees
when brokerage accounts invest in third party managed funds or internally managed funds that are
offered by GS&Co. Employees will generally receive referral or brokerage compensation in connection
with these transactions, and GS&Co. and employees each have an interest in recommending
brokerage execution with GS&Co.
In receiving higher fees or other compensation from certain accounts over others, GS&Co. may be
incentivized to favor such accounts. For example, GS&Co. is incentivized to allocate investments with
limited availability to the accounts for which GS&Co. receives higher fees. Such investments may
include local emerging markets securities, high yield securities, fixed-income securities, interests in
alternative investment funds, MLPs, structured derivatives and IPOs and new issues.
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Valuation Services:
GS&Co. performs certain valuation services related to securities and assets according to its valuation
policies and may value an identical asset differently from another division or unit within Goldman Sachs
or differently from another account, including because such other division or unit has information or
uses valuation techniques and models that it does not share with, or that are different than those of
GS&Co. This is particularly the case in respect of difficult-to-value assets. GS&Co. may also value an
identical asset differently in different accounts, including because different accounts are subject to
different valuation guidelines pursuant to their respective governing agreements, different third-party
vendors are hired to perform valuation functions for the accounts, or different teams within Goldman
Sachs employ different valuation policies or procedures. This is particularly the case in respect of
difficult-to-value assets. PWM faces a conflict with respect to valuations generally because of their
effect on GS&Co.’s fees and other compensation. In addition, to the extent PWM utilizes third-party
vendors to perform certain valuation functions, these vendors may have interests and incentives that
differ from those of our clients.
Firm Policies, Regulatory Restrictions and Certain Other Factors Affecting Accounts
Goldman Sachs restricts its investment recommendations and activities on behalf of an account in
various circumstances, including as a result of applicable regulatory requirements, information held by
Goldman Sachs, as noted above, Goldman Sachs’ roles in connection with other clients and in the
capital markets(including in connection with advice it gives to such clients or commercial arrangements
or transactions that are undertaken by such clients of Goldman Sachs), Goldman Sachs’ internal
policies and/or potential reputational risk in connection with accounts and/or certain investments or
transactions generally. As a result, in certain cases, Goldman Sachs will not engage in transactions or
other activities for, or recommend transactions to, an account, or will reduce an account’s position in an
investment with limited availability to create availability for other accounts managed in the same
strategy, in consideration of Goldman Sachs’ activities outside the account and regulatory
requirements, policies and reputational risk assessments. For example, Goldman Sachs may restrict or
limit the amount of an account’s investment where exceeding a certain aggregate amount could require
a filing or a license or other regulatory or corporate consent, which could, among other things, result in
additional costs and disclosure obligations for or impose regulatory restrictions on Goldman Sachs
(including GS&Co.) or on other accounts, or where exceeding a threshold is prohibited or results in
regulatory or other restrictions. In certain cases, restrictions and limitations will be applied to avoid
approaching such threshold. Circumstances in which such restrictions or limitations may arise include,
without limitation: (i) a prohibition against owning more than a certain percentage of an issuer’s
securities; (ii) a “poison pill” that has a dilutive impact on the holdings of the accounts should a
threshold be exceeded; (iii) provisions that cause Goldman Sachs to be considered an “interested
stockholder” of an issuer; (iv) provisions that cause Goldman Sachs to be considered an “affiliate” or
“control person” of the issuer; and (v) the imposition by an issuer (through charter amendment, contract
or otherwise) or governmental, regulatory or self-regulatory organization (through law, rule, regulation,
interpretation or other guidance) of other restrictions or limitations.
When faced with the foregoing limitations, Goldman Sachs will generally avoid exceeding the threshold
because it could have an adverse impact on the ability of Goldman Sachs to conduct business
activities. Goldman Sachs may also reduce a particular client account’s interest in, or restrict certain
accounts from participating in an investment opportunity that has limited availability so that other
accounts that pursue similar investment strategies are able to acquire an interest in the investment
opportunity. In some cases, Goldman Sachs determines not to recommend certain transactions or
activities beneficial to accounts because engaging in such transactions or activities in compliance with
applicable law would result in significant cost to, or administrative burden on, Goldman Sachs
(including GS&Co.) or create the potential risk of trade or other errors. In addition, Goldman Sachs and
its personnel generally are not permitted to obtain or use material nonpublic information in effecting
purchases and sales for accounts that involve public securities. Restrictions (such as limits on
purchase and sale transactions or subscription to or redemption from an underlying fund) may be
imposed on particular accounts and not on other accounts. For example, directors, officers and
employees of Goldman Sachs may take seats on the boards of directors of, or have board of directors
observer rights with respect to, companies in which accounts might otherwise invest. To the extent a
director, officer or employee of Goldman Sachs were to take a seat on the board of directors of, or have
board of directors observer rights with respect to, a public company, Goldman Sachs may be limited
and/or restricted in its ability to trade in the securities of the company. In addition, any such director,
officer or employee of Goldman Sachs that is a member of the board of directors of a company may
have duties to such company in his or her capacity as a director that conflict with Goldman Sachs’
duties to its clients, and may act in a manner that disadvantages or otherwise harms accounts and/or
benefits the portfolio company and/or Goldman Sachs.
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Different areas of Goldman Sachs come into possession of material non-public information regarding
an issuer of securities held by an investment fund in which an account invests. In the absence of
information barriers between such different areas of Goldman Sachs or under certain other
circumstances, the account will be prohibited, including by internal policies, from redeeming from such
security or such investment fund during the period such material non-public information is held by such
other part of Goldman Sachs which period may be substantial. As a result, the account would not be
permitted to redeem from an investment fund in whole or in part during periods when it otherwise would
have been able to do so, which could adversely affect the account. Other investors in the investment
fund that are not subject to such restrictions may be able to redeem from the investment fund during
such periods.
In addition, PWM clients may partially or fully fund a new account with in-kind securities in which PWM
is restricted. In such circumstances, PWM will generally sell any such securities at the next available
trading window, subject to operational and technological limitations (unless such securities are subject
to another express arrangement) requiring, such accounts to dispose of investments at an earlier date
and/or at a less favorable price than would otherwise have been the case had PWM not been so
restricted. Accounts will be responsible for all tax liabilities that result from any such sale transactions.
GS&Co. may determine to limit or not engage at all in transactions and activities for reputational or
other reasons. Examples of such instances include, but are not limited to, (i) where Goldman Sachs is
providing (or may provide) recommendations or services to an entity involved in such activity or
transaction, (ii) where Goldman Sachs, its personnel or another client is or may be engaged in the
same or a related activity or transaction to that being considered by you, (iii) where Goldman Sachs, its
personnel or another client has an interest in an entity involved in such activity or transaction, (iv)
where there are political, public relations, or other reputational considerations relating to counterparties
or other participants in such activity or transaction or (v) where such activity or transaction by you could
affect in tangible or intangible ways Goldman Sachs, its personnel, or another client or their activities.
Additional Conflicts:
The present and future activities of GS&Co. may give rise to additional conflicts of interest with you.
GS&Co. in its sole discretion may refrain from recommending or effecting transactions including due to
(a) regulatory requirements, (b) GS&Co.’s internal policies and procedures, and (c) its determinations
regarding actual or potential conflicts of interest or the appearance of such conflicts. However, GS&Co.
may determine to recommend or effect transactions notwithstanding the existence of such conflicts.
The conflicts that PWM may face with you are more fully described in GS&Co.’s Form ADV Part 2A
Brochure. GS&Co.’s Form ADV is available at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/361.
Policies and Procedures to Mitigate Conflicts of Interest:
GS&Co. has adopted a variety of policies and procedures in an effort to mitigate certain potential
conflicts of interest. For example, all personnel of Goldman Sachs are subject to policies and
procedures regarding confidential and proprietary information, information barriers, private investments,
outside business activities and personal trading. In addition, Goldman Sachs generally reviews each
product and the related compensation and seeks to structure compensation arrangements in ways that
seek to further mitigate conflicts of interest. For example, Goldman Sachs has PWAs generally earn the
same compensation across internal and external funds that are equivalent in style, risk and expected
performance.
No assurance can be made, however, that any of GS&Co.’s current policies and procedures, or any
policies and procedures that are established by GS&Co. in the future will have their desired effect.

Conflicts of your PWA

PWAs receive compensation for the sale of securities, banking products and other investments and
services. PWAs are incentivized to recommend securities (e.g., including riskier assets), other
investments, account types and pricing models based on such compensation. For example, for
brokerage relationships, PWAs are paid a percentage of the execution charge for the product being
traded. For advisory relationships, PWAs are paid a percentage of the asset based fee and are
generally not paid upon investments made for your account. Although the majority of our business is
typically conducted through advisory accounts, PWAs are nevertheless incentivized to transact more
frequently in brokerage accounts than advisory accounts. Similarly, PWAs are incentivized to offer
investments with limited availability to the accounts for which they receive higher compensation.
In addition, PWAs generally earn more for affiliated products than for investments managed by
managers that are not affiliated with Goldman Sachs, and are therefore in such cases incentivized to
recommend affiliated products over other investments.
With respect to advisory accounts, in addition to earning a percentage of the advisory fee charged to
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accounts, PWAs may also receive compensation relating to amounts invested in pooled investment
vehicles or other investments made within the advisory mandate.
PWAs can have differing or opposite investment views in respect of an issuer or a security, and the
recommendations a PWA makes in respect of their clients’ accounts may differ from, be adverse to, or
compete with the interests and activities of other client accounts.
PWAs may take positions in securities or take actions for their own accounts which conflict with or are
adverse to positions in clients’ accounts.

Protection of Client Information
Firm policy mandates that confidential information, including client information, be safeguarded from misuse, misappropriation and
improper dissemination. PWM maintains policies and procedures designed to protect client information in accordance with this Firm
mandate, including training our employees, physically locating our employees to minimize potential breaches of confidentiality, and
applying technology controls as required by applicable law. More specifically, confidential information is made available only to persons
who have a need to know such information in connection with the duties they carry out or the services they perform. Additionally, we
regularly train our employees on, and hold them accountable for, the appropriate handling of confidential information. Employees
engaged in different business activities are also located in segregated locations, or even on different floors and/or buildings in order to
achieve physical separation of confidential information. Furthermore, we manage our technology so that entitlements by employees to
confidential information held in electronic form are approved only after review and are regularly reviewed for appropriateness. Systems
holding confidential information are secured against, and continually monitored for, potential external threats, and actual or suspected
incidents are promptly escalated and remediated. Finally, the use of confidential information by affiliates and service providers is
carried out in strict accordance with federal financial privacy laws.

Goldman Sachs Affiliates
Our services are provided through our registered broker-dealer, Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, as well as our affiliates, including but not
limited to Goldman Sachs Asset Management, L.P., The Ayco Company, L.P. d/b/a Goldman Sachs Ayco Personal Financial
Management, United Capital Financial Advisers, LLC d/b/a Goldman Sachs Personal Financial Management, The Goldman Sachs Trust
Company, N.A., The Goldman Sachs Trust Company of Delaware and Goldman Sachs Bank USA.

Retirement Accounts
Please note that with respect to retirement accounts, certain services, fees and compensation, as well as the standard of care we owe
to you, as described in this document, are limited by and/or subject to applicable law. The agreements applicable to retirement
accounts and related disclosures will contain specific retirement account provisions are also subject to applicable laws and may differ
from terms applicable to your other accounts. For more information in this regard, please contact your PWA.

Glossary
The following are definitions of some commonly used terms within this guide.
Commissions: The amount charged by a broker for purchasing or selling securities or other investments as an agent for the client, as
disclosed on the client’s trade confirmations. Commissions are generally charged in connection with transactions involving equities,
fixed income, master limited partnerships, exchange-traded funds, listed options on equities and any other securities traded as agent.
Commission Equivalents: The amount charged by a dealer for purchasing or selling securities or other investments in certain riskless
principal transactions (that is, transactions in which a dealer, after having received an order to buy or sell from a client, purchases or
sells the security from another person to offset the client transaction).
Markups/Markdowns: A markup is the price charged to a client, less the prevailing market price, which is included in the price of the
security. A markdown is the prevailing market price of a security, less the amount a dealer pays to purchase the security from the client,
which is included in the price of the security. Markups/markdowns may be included in transactions involving fixed income securities,
structured products and currencies.
Principal Transactions: A principal transaction occurs when GS&Co., on behalf of an account, engages in a transaction in securities
or other instruments with GS&Co. or its affiliates acting as principal. GS&Co. may earn compensation (such as a spread or markup) in
connection with principal transactions.
Spreads: The difference between the current purchase or bid price (that is, the price someone is willing to pay) and the current ask or
offer price (that is, the price at which someone is willing to sell). The spread is included in the price of the security. The difference or
spread narrows or widens in response to the supply and demand levels of the security. Spreads may be included in transactions
involving fixed income securities, structured products and currencies.
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PWM Relationship Strategies Overview
This overview provides a listing of the asset / sub-asset classification for most separate account strategies and mutual funds offered to
PWM clients as of March 31, 2022. Alternative Investments generally fall into the Hedge Fund and Private Equity asset classes. For
additional information on strategy risks, please log into the Client Web (https://www.goldman.com/auth/login) and navigate to Portfolio > Statements & Other Documents. Contact your PWM team for access to Client Web or to receive a paper copy of the information
provided on the website. Fees for retirement accounts are listed separately in GS&Co.’s Form ADV and our wrap brochure. In
addition, fees for advisory accounts managed by PWAs are listed separately in GS&Co.’s Form ADV. Please note that not all
strategies are available to all client types.

Heading Definitions:
1.

Asset Class as Shown on Statement – categorization of the strategy according to risk and return characteristics

2.

Strategy – name of the strategy as it appears on client statements

3.

Relevant Brochure – disclosure document including important fee information

4.

Adviser - name of investment adviser responsible for managing assets. For strategies in the Managed Account Strategies
Program, the third party manager is listed in addition to GS&Co., as sponsor of such program

5.

Fee Schedule on Brochure – name of the strategy’s fee schedule as it appears on the relevant brochure

6.

Discretionary Manager Allocation Program Asset Class – name of the strategy’s asset class according to the Discretionary
Manager Allocation Program fee schedule signed by the client, if applicable

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Investment Grade Fixed Income
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

Breckinridge: Municipal Fixed Income

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Breckinridge

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Breckinridge: Municipal Fixed Income (CA ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Breckinridge

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Breckinridge: Municipal Fixed Income (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Breckinridge

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income (CA Intermediate
Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income (CA Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income (NY Intermediate
Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income (NY Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Delaware: Municipal Fixed Income (Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Corporate Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Fixed Income Tax Aware

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Fixed Income Tax Aware Plus

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Government Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Government Fixed Income (Short Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

GS: Government Fixed Income (TIPS)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Government/Corporate Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Government/Corporate Fixed Income (Catholic Values)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Government/Corporate Fixed Income (ESG)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Government/Corporate Fixed Income (Ultra Short
Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

GS: Municipal Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Municipal Fixed Income (ESG)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Municipal Fixed Income (Short Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Investment Grade Fixed Income (Cont.)
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

GS: Canadian Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Municipal Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Municipal Fixed Income (Intermediate Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Municipal Fixed Income (Market Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Municipal Fixed Income (Short Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Short Term (Municipal VRDN)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

GS: Short Term (Broad)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Short Term (FDIC Insured)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

GS: Short Term (Tax Aware)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

GS: Taxable Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Taxable Fixed Income (Government / Credit)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Taxable Fixed Income (Government backed)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Taxable Municipal Fixed Income (ESG Enhanced)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Taxable Municipal Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Tax-Exempt Municipal Fixed Income (ESG Enhanced)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: Tax-Exempt Municipal Fixed Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

GS: US Government Fixed Income (Short Duration)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Short Duration Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Short Duration

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (CA Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (CA)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (ESG Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (NY Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (NY)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Gurtin: Municipal Fixed Income (Short Duration)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Gurtin

Municipal Fixed Income

Fixed Income Tax-Exempt

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Fixed Income
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (EUR Crossover)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Other Fixed Income: Blend

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (Global Crossover)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Other Fixed Income: Blend

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (High Yield)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Other

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (High Yield - ESG)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Other

GS: Corporate Fixed Income Short Duration High Yield ESG

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Other

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (Short Duration High Yield)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Corporate Fixed Income (USD Crossover)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Other Fixed Income: Blend

GS: Dynamic Municipal Income Strategy

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Dynamic Fixed Income

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Emerging Markets External Debt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Other
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Fixed Income (Cont.)
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

GS: Emerging Markets External Debt (Investment Grade)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Other Fixed Income

Fixed Income: Other

GS: Government/ Corporate/ Hybrid Fixed Income (USD)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Taxable

GS: Preferred and Hybrid Securities

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Preferred and Hybrid Securities
Strategies

Equity: Active Core

Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

Aperio: Environment and Exclusions (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Environmental Impact (Russell 2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager)

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Environmental Impact (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Israel Tilt (S&P 500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Socially Responsible (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Environmental Impact R2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Environmental Impact S&P 500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Socially Responsible R2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Socially Responsible S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Women’s Inclusion S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged High Dividend (R2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged High Dividend (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Israel Tilt (S&P 500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Passive (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Quality (R2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Quality (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Value & Momentum (R2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Value & Momentum (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Value (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Women’s Inclusion (S&P500)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Real Estate Securities (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Real Estate Securities (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Passive (Russell 2000)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aristotle: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aristotle

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Aristotle Boston: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager)

GS&Co. / Aristotle Boston

All/SMid

Equity: All / Smid

Bahl & Gaynor: Equity Income

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Bahl & Gaynor

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Boston Partners: All Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Boston Partners

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Boston Partners: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Boston Partners

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Boston Partners: Small Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Boston Partners

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Brandywine: Large Cap Value Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Brandywine

Active Core Equity – US Equity

Equity: Active Core

Brown: Small Cap Core (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Brown

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: US Equity
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: US Equity (Cont.)
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

Brown: Small Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Brown

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Brown: Large Cap Growth (ESG)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Brown

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Capital Group: Large Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co / Capital Group

Active Core Equity - US Equity

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Cardinal: Small Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Cardinal

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

CastleArk: Master Limited Partnerships

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / CastleArk

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Chickasaw: Master Limited Partnerships

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Chickasaw

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Columbia: Large Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Columbia

Active Core Equity – US Equity

Equity: Active Core

Columbia: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Columbia

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Columbia: Small Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Columbia

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Delaware: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Diamond Hill: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Diamond Hill

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

DSM: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / DSM

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Eagle: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Eagle

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Eastern Shore: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Eastern Shore

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Epoch: All Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Epoch

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Fiera: Large Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Fiera

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Granite: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Granite

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Granite: Small/Mid Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Granite

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

GS: Cash Covered US Equity Yield Enhancement (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Uncovered US Equity Yield Enhancement (Put Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Large Cap Equity Buffered Beta (Tax Unaware)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: US Large Cap Equity Triple Up Capped Beta

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: US Large Cap Equity Triple Up Capped Beta (Tax
Unaware)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: US Large Cap Equity Buffered Yield

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: US Large Cap Equity Buffered Yield (Coupon
Harvesting)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: US Large Cap Equity Buffered Beta

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Equity Portfolio Call Writing

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

GS: US Equity Portfolio Call Writing (SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Equity Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls Listed
Opt)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Equity Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Private Client Portfolio

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity, MLP

Equity: Active Core

GS: Equity Income Strategy

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity, MLP

Equity: Active Core

GS: Focused Growth 20

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

GS: Focused Value

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

GS: Future of Real Estate

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic)

GS: Large Cap Core (ESG)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity, MLP

Equity: Active Core
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GS: Large Cap Core Covered Calls (ESG)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Large Cap Core Covered Calls Asia (ESG)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Large Cap Core Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Large Cap Growth (Concentrated)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

GS: Large Cap Growth (Strategic)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity, MLP

Equity: Active Core

GS: Large Cap Value (Strategic)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity, MLP

Equity: Active Core

GS: Master Limited Partnerships (Core)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Energy and Infrastructure

Energy and Infrastructure

GS: Mid Cap Growth

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid

Equity: All / SMid

GS: Mid Cap Value

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid

Equity: All / SMid

GS: Passive (S&P 500 Env & Soc Resp) Tax Exempt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Passive (S&P GIVI US Total Market)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Passive (S&P GIVI US)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Real Estate Securities (Total Return)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

GS: Small Cap Equity Managed Accounts

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid

Equity: All / Smid

GS: Small Cap Value

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

GS: Small Cap Core (Tax Advantaged)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (ISG Large Cap)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (R1000V)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (S&P GIVI US)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (S&P500
Env&Soc Resp)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (S&P500)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Large Cap)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Small Cap)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (Nasdaq 100)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Total Market)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (R1000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (R1000G)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (R3000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (Russell 1000 Value)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P GIVI US)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P US Shariah)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P400)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P500 Env & Soc
Resp)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P500)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (ISG Large Cap)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy
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GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (ISG Small Cap)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (ISG Total Market)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (R1000G)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (R3000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (Russell 1000
Value)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (Russell 2000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P GIVI Intl
ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P GIVI US)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P500 Env&Soc
Resp)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P500)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Seasoned (R3000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Index Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Seasoned (S&P500)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Index Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Loss Harvesting (Russell 2000)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: US Clean Energy Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Energy and Infrastructure

Energy and Infrastructure

GS: US Private Client Portfolio

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Core Equity

Equity: Active Core

GS: US Small/Mid Cap Growth Managed Accounts

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

All/SMid

Equity: All / Smid

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P GIVI US Tot
Mkt)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P GIVI US Tot
Mkt)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS Technology Opportunities

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic)

GW&K: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / GW&K

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Harris Associates: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Harris Associates

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Harvest: Master Limited Partnerships

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Harvest

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Invesco: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Invesco

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Invesco: Real Estate Securities (Total Return)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Invesco

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Invesco: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Invesco

All/SMid Equity

Equity: All / Smid

Jennison: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Jennison

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Jennison: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Jennison

All/SMid Equity

Equity: All / Smid

Jennison: Small/Mid Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Jennison

All/SMid Equity

Equity: All / Smid

Lazard: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Lazard

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Mar Vista: Large Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Mar Vista

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Neuberger Berman (The Greene Group): Small Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Neuberger Berman

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Neuberger Berman: Large Cap Core (Socially Responsible)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Neuberger Berman

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Nuveen: Small Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Nuveen

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Palisade: Small Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Palisade

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Palisade: Small/Mid Cap Core

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Palisade

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid
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Principal: Real Estate Securities (Total Return)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Principal

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class
Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Polen: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Polen

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Redwood: Small Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Redwood

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Rothschild: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Rothschild

Active Core Equity – US Equity

Equity: Active Core

Shapiro: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Shapiro

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Sound Shore: Large Cap Value

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Sound Shore

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Sustainable Growth Advisers: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Sustainable Growth Advisers

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

T Rowe Price: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / T Rowe Price

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Tortoise: Master Limited Partnerships

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Tortoise

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Vaughan Nelson: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Vaughan Nelson

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Vulcan: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Vulcan

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Walter Scott: Dynamic Equity (Non-US Equity)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Walter Scott

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Wells Capital (Heritage): All Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Wells Capital (Heritage)

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / Smid

Westfield: All Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Westfield

All/SMid Equity, Energy and
Infrastructure

Equity: All / SMid

Westfield: Large Cap Growth

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Westfield

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic), Real
Estate

Yacktman: Dynamic Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Yacktman

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Passive (MSCI ACWI)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Capital Group PCS: Global Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Capital Group PCS

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

GS: Cash Covered Global Equity Yield Enhance (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Global Clean Energy Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Energy and Infrastructure

Energy and Infrastructure

GS: Global Equity Partners

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic)

GS: Global Equity Partners ESG

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic)
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Global Equity

GS: Global Equity Portfolio Call Writing (SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

GS: Passive (ISG Global Developed ADR) Tax Exempt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Passive (S&P GIVI International ADR) Tax Exempt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Passive (S&P Intl Env&Soc Res ADR) Tax Exempt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Systematic Wealth Transfer (Global Equity)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (MSCI World)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global
Developed)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global Develop
ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global ex-US)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P GIVI Intl ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy
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GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P Intl
Env&SocRes ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI ACWI ex USA
Index ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI ACWI ex USA
Index)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI World ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI World Index)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (MSCI World
Index)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

WCM: Dynamic Equity (Global Equity)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / WCM

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Non-US Equity
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

Aperio: Environment and Exclusions (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Environmental Impact (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Israel Tilt (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Socially Responsible (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Environmental Impact MSCI
EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged (Socially Responsible MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Israel Tilt (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Passive (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Quality (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Value & Momentum (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged Value (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategy

Tax Oriented Strategy

Aperio: Tax-Advantaged High Dividend (MSCI EAFE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Aperio

Tax Oriented Strategy

Tax Oriented Strategy

Capital Group PCS: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Capital Group PCS

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

Causeway: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Causeway

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

Delaware: Non US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Delaware

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

GS: Cash Covered Emerging Market Equity (Put Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Cash Covered Non-US Equity Yield Enhance (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Emerging Market Equity (Covered Calls)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: European Equity Buffered Yield (FX-Hedged)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: European Equity Buffered Yield (FX-Hedged Coupon
Harvesting)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: FX-Hedged International Developed Equity Buffered
Beta

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: FX-Hedged Intl Developed Eq Buffered Yield

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: FX-Hedged Intl Developed Eq Triple Up Capped Beta
(TU)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: FX-Hedged Intl Developed Equity Triple Up Capped
Beta

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: FX-Hedged Intl. Developed Equity Buffered Beta (TU)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: International Developed Equity Buffered Beta

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Non-US Equity (Cont.)
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class

GS: International Developed Equity Buffered Beta (TU)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy

GS: International Developed Equity Buffered Yield

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Structured Investment Strategy

Structured Investment Strategy
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Eq Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls Listed
Opt)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

GS: Non-US Equity Portfolio Call Writing

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Equity Portfolio Call Writing (SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Equity Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Uncovered Emerging Market Equity (Put Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Uncovered Non-US Equity Yield Enhancement (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Equity ESG SMA

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite (Domestic)

GS: Non-US Equity Income

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Active Satellite, Real Estate

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

GS: Passive (S&P GIVI International)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Passive (S&P Intl Env & Soc Resp) Tax Exempt

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (ISG Global ex-US
ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI ACWI ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (MSCI EAFE)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Enhanced Dividend (S&P Intl
Env&Soc Res)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (MSCI EAFE)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P Intl Env&Soc
Res)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting ADR (MSCI EAFE
ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (MSCI EAFE)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous ADR (MSCI EAFE
ADR)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Market Continuous (S&P Intl Env&Soc
Res)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS: Tax Advantaged Loss Harvesting (S&P GIVI
International)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS:TaxAdvantaged EnhancedDividend (S&P GIVI
International)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

GS:TaxAdvantaged MarketContinuous (S&P GIVI
International)

Goldman Sachs Asset Management
(GSAM)

GSAM

Index Oriented – Tax Advantaged Core
Strategies (TACS)

Tax Oriented Strategy

Harding Loevner: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Harding Loevner

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

Invesco: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Invesco

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

Lazard: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Lazard

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)

Parametric: Non-US Equity Tax Managed (1.00% TE)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Parametric

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Parametric: Non-US Equity Tax Managed (Customized)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Parametric

Tax Oriented Strategies

Tax Oriented Strategy

Strategic Global Advisors: Non-US Equity

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / Strategic Global Advisors

Active Core Equity – Non-US Equity

Equity: Active Core

WCM: Dynamic Equity (Non-US Equity)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / WCM

Dynamic Equity

Equity: Dynamic

William Blair: Non-US Equity (SMA)

GS&Co. Wrap Brochure / Relevant
Manager

GS&Co. / William Blair

Active Satellite Equity, Real Estate
Equity

Equity: Active Satellite
(International/Global)
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Equity
Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

GS: Global Equity (Reduced Volatility SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Global Equity (Reduced Volatility)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Equity (Reduced Volatility SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Non-US Equity (Reduced Volatility)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Equity (Reduced Volatility SMA)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: US Equity (Reduced Volatility)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

GS: Cash Covered Commodity ETF Yield Enhance (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class
N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Commodity ETF Yield Enhancement (Covered Calls)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Uncovered Commodity ETF Yield Enhancement (Put
Writing)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Goldman Sachs Option Advisory
Services (“GOAS”) Strategies

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Commodities

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: N/A (Multi-Asset Class)
Discretionary Manager Allocation
Program Asset Class
Index Oriented Strategy (applies
irrespective of asset class)

Strategy

Relevant Brochure

Adviser

Fee Schedule on Brochure

GS: Investment Advisory (TF)

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

GS&Co.

Single Advisory Fee Structure – Total
Fee

GS&Co.

Separate Advisory Fee Structure Asset Based

Varies by Asset Class and Product

GS&Co.

Equity

Equity: Active Core

GS&Co.

Other (Including Fixed Income)

Fixed Income Taxable

GS&Co.

Index Oriented

Index Oriented Strategy

GS&Co.

Separate Advisory Fee Structure Asset Based

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS&Co.

Equity

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS&Co.

Other (Including Fixed Income)

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS&Co.

Index Oriented

N/A (not in Discretionary Manager
Allocation Program)

GS: Investment Advisory (AF)

GS: Institutional Advisory

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
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Heading Definitions:
1.

Asset Class as Shown on Statement – categorization of the strategy according to risk and return characteristics

2.

Mutual Fund – name of the mutual fund investment

3.

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class – categorization of the mutual fund according to the asset classes
listed on the client’s signed fee schedule for this program

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Investment Grade Fixed Income
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

Allspring Core Bond Fund

Core Fixed Income

BlackRock Advantage CoreAlpha Bond Fund

Core Fixed Income

Calvert Responsible Municipal Income Fund

Core Fixed Income

DoubleLine Low Duration Bond Fund

Core Fixed Income

GS Bond Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Core Fixed Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Dynamic Municipal Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Enhanced Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Global Core Fixed Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Government Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Inflation Protected Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Investment Grade Credit Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Short Duration Bond Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Short Duration Government Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Short Duration Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Short Duration Tax Free Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Short-Term Conservative Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS US Mortgages Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

iShares U.S. Aggregate Bond Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

State Street Aggregate Bond Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

TIAA-CREF Core Impact Bond Fund

Core Fixed Income

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Fixed Income
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

American High-Income Municipal Bond Fund

Other Fixed Income

Aperture New World Opportunities Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

BlackRock Strategic Income Opportunities Portfolio

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

BrandywineGLOBAL – Global Unconstrained Bond Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

Calvert High Yield Bond Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Cohen & Steers: Preferred Securities and Income Fund

Active Core Equity

Delaware National High Yield Municipal Bond Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Eaton Vance Income Fund of Boston

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Federated Hermes High Yield Bond Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

GS Emerging Markets Debt Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS High Yield Floating Rate Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS High Yield Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS High Yield Municipal Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Fixed Income (Cont.)
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Income Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

GS Local Emerging Markets Debt Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Strategic Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Hartford Emerging Markets Local Debt Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

John Hancock Floating Rate Income Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

John Hancock Income Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

J.P. Morgan Income Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

Lord Abbett High Yield Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

MFS Municipal High Income Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Nuveen Floating Rate Income Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Pacific Funds Floating Rate Income Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

PGIM High Yield Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

PIMCO Income Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

RBC BlueBay High Yield Bond Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

T. Rowe Price High Yield Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

T. Rowe Price Tax Free High Yield Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

TCW Emerging Markets Local Currency Income Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

TCW Met West Unconstrained Bond Fund

Multi-Sector Fixed Income

Voya Floating Rate Fund

Non-Investment Grade Fixed Income

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: US Equity
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

Ares Capital Corporation

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

BlackRock Advantage Small Cap Core Fund

Active Core Equity

BlackRock Health Sciences Opportunities Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Boston Trust Walden Small Cap Fund

All/SMid Equity

Brown Advisory Small-Cap Fundamental Value Fund

All/SMid Equity

Brown Advisory Sustainable Growth Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Brown Advisory Sustainable Small Cap Core Fund

All/SMid Equity

Champlain Small Company Fund

All/SMid Equity

ClearBridge Small Cap Fund

All/SMid Equity

Columbia Small Cap Value Fund II

All/SMid Equity

DFA Real Estate Securities Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

DFA US Core Equity Find

Active Core Equity

DFA US Small Cap Fund

Active Core Equity

Edgewood Growth Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Fidelity Large Cap Growth Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Fidelity Large Cap Value Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Fidelity US Sustainability Index Retail

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Fidelity 500 Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

First Eagle US Value Fund

Dynamic Equity

GS Concentrated Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Energy Infrastructure Fund

Active Satellite Equity
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: US Equity (Cont.)
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Equity Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Flexible Cap Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Focused Value Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Large Cap Core Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Large Cap Growth Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Large Cap Value Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Large Cap Value Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Mid Cap Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Mid Cap Value Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS MLP Energy Infrastructure Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Real Estate Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Rising Dividend Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Equity Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS MLP Energy Infrastructure Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Real Estate Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Rising Dividend Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Equity Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Growth Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Value Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small Cap Value Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small/Mid Cap Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Small/Mid Cap Value Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Strategic Growth Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Technology Opportunities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS U.S. Equity Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS U.S. Tax-Managed Equity Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS US Equity Dividend & Premium Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS U.S. Equity ESG Fund

Active Core Equity

Harbor Small Cap Growth Fund

All/SMid Equity

GS VIT Large Cap Value Fund Institutional

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS VIT U.S. Equity Insights Fund Institutional

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Invesco Diversified Dividend Fund

Active Satellite Equity

iShares Russell 1000 Large-Cap Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

iShares Russell 2000 Small-Cap Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

iShares S&P 500 Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Multi-Manager U.S. Dynamic Equity Fund

Dynamic Equity

Multi-Manager U.S. Small Cap Equity Fund

All/SMid Equity

Owl Rock Capital Corporation

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Parnassus Core Equity Fund (ESG)

Active Satellite Equity

Segall Bryant & Hamill Small Cap Value Fund

All/SMid Equity
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: US Equity (Cont.)
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

State Street Equity 500 Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

T. Rowe Price Health Sciences Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Tortoise MLP & Pipeline Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Touchstone Large Company Growth Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Victory RS Small Cap Growth Fund

All/SMid Equity

Virtus Allianz Global Investors Global Technology Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Global Equity
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

AB Sustainable Global Thematic

Active Satellite Equity

BlackRock Technology Opportunities Fund

Active Satellite Equity

BNY Mellon Global Stock Fund

Dynamic Equity

Causeway Global Value Fund

Active Satellite Equity

First Eagle Global Fund

Dynamic Equity

Frontier MFG Global Equity Fund

Dynamic Equity

GS Enhanced Dividend Global Equity Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Global Real Estate Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Tax-Advantaged Global Equity Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Mondrian International Value Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Ninety One Global Environment Fund

Dynamic Equity

PGIM Global Real Estate Fund

Real Estate Equity

Polaris Global Value Fund

Dynamic Equity

RBC Global Opportunities Fund (ESG)

Active Satellite Equity

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Non-US Equity
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

AB Sustainable International Thematic Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Allspring Emerging Markets Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Allspring International Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Ariel International Fund

Dynamic Equity

Artisan International Fund

Active Satellite Equity

BlackRock Advantage International Fund

Active Core Equity

BNY Mellon International Stock Fund

Dynamic Equity

Causeway International Value Fund

Active Satellite Equity

C WorldWide International Equities Fund

Active Satellite Equity

DFA Emerging Markets Core Equity

Active Core Equity

DFA International Core Equity Portfolio Institutional Class

Active Core Equity

DFA International Real Estate Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

DFA International Social Core Equity Portfolio

Active Core Equity

DFA International Sustainability Core 1 Portfolio

Active Core Equity

Dodge & Cox International Stock Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Fidelity International Sustainability Index Retail

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

First Eagle Overseas Fund

Dynamic Equity

Goldman Sachs Imprint Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Non-US Equity (Cont.)
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GQG Partners Emerging Markets Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

GS China Equity Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Emerging Markets Equity Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Emerging Markets Equity Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Goldman Sachs ESG Emerging Markets Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

GS GQG Partners International Opportunities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Equity Dividend & Premium Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Equity ESG Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Equity Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Equity Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Real Estate Securities Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Small Cap Insights Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS International Tax-Managed Equity Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Harbor Emerging Markets Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Hartford International Value Fund

Active Satellite Equity

iShares MSCI EAFE International Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

iShares MSCI Total International Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

JOHCM Emerging Markets Opportunities Fund

Active Satellite Equity

JOHCM International Select Fund

Dynamic Equity

Lazard Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio

Active Satellite Equity

Lazard International Strategic Equity

Active Satellite Equity

MFS Institutional International Equity Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Multi-Manager International Equity Fund4

Active Satellite Equity

Oakmark International Fund

Dynamic Equity

Pear Tree Polaris Foreign Value Fund

Dynamic Equity

RBC Emerging Markets Equity Fund (ESG)

Active Satellite Equity

RBC International Opportunities Fund (ESG)

Active Satellite Equity

SSgA Emerging Market Equity Index Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Templeton Institutional Foreign Smaller Companies Fund

Active Satellite Equity

William Blair International Leaders Fund

Active Satellite Equity

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Other Equity
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

Brookfield Global Listed Real Estate Fund

Real Estate Equity

DFA Global Real Estate Portfolio Institutional Class

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

DWS RREEF Global Infrastructure Fund

Active Satellite Equity

GS Clean Energy Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Global Infrastructure Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Income Builder Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Principal Global Real Estate Securities Fund

Real Estate Equity

Thornburg Investment Income Builder Fund

Active Satellite Equity

TortoiseEcofin – Global Renewables Infrastructure Fund

Active Satellite Equity
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Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Commodities
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Commodity Strategy Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Hedge Funds
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Absolute Return Tracker Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Long Short Credit Strategies Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Multi-Manager Alternatives Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Real Estate
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Real Estate Diversified Income Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Asset Allocation Strategies
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

FS Chiron Capital Allocation Fund

Dynamic Equity

GS Balanced Strategy Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Dynamic Global Equity Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Growth Strategy Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Growth and Income Strategy Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Growth Strategy Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Satellite Strategies Portfolio

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

GS Strategic Factor Allocation Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)

Asset Class as Shown on Statement: Tactical Allocation Strategies
Mutual Fund

Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program Asset Class

GS Tactical Tilt Overlay Fund

N/A (not in Advisory Mutual Fund Strategies Program)
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Appendix A: Brokerage Fees and Execution Charges
Brokerage fees and execution charges generally fall within the ranges provided below. All these fees are subject to change and
negotiation. See Item 5 of GS&Co.’s Form ADV (Fees and Compensation – Fees for Advisory Services) for more information regarding
fees for advisory services and Appendix A of GS&Co.’s Form ADV for PWM fee schedules for advisory accounts.

1. GS&Co. Brokerage Commissions and Execution Charges
The commissions and execution charges shown below are subject to negotiation and may vary, including above or below the stated
range, based on a variety of factors such as the amount you transact in your brokerage account, the broader nature of your
relationship with GS&Co. or the size, complexity, and type of security that is traded in a given transaction.

Product Type
Equity Shares and

Range
ETFs1,2

Flat DPSH3 (U.S. / Canada securities)

$ 0.03

$ 0.06

35.00

35.00

$ 2.00

$ 4.00

0.10%

0.50%

Yield Based (BPS)

2.00

7.00

$ per $100 (Price)

0.50

0.50

10.00

20.00

3

BPS (Non-U.S. securities)
US Listed

Options4

Per Contract ($)5
Fixed Income6
Notional Based (% of Notional)

FX Spot / Forward (BPS)
FX Spot / Forward
1

Total commissions charged for an equity transaction cannot exceed 2.5% of principal

2 ETFs

also carry embedded fees that are charged by the manager

3

DPSH: Dollars Per Share. BPS: Basis Points

4

Commissions for US listed options cannot exceed the higher of 20% of transaction principal and $1 per contract

5

Fixed at 100% of the agreed equity commission rate

6 Total

execution charges for a fixed income transaction cannot exceed 2.25% of principal

2. Fees for Mutual Fund offered in Brokerage Accounts
Mutual Fund fees are embedded in the fund and may vary based on factors such as the fund’s sub-asset class and the manager’s
investment style. Generally, there are no execution charges for mutual fund transactions.

Asset Class
Fixed Income
Public Equity
Alternative / Other Investments

Annual Fee (%)
0.23 to 0.90
0.47 to 1.26
0.54 to 1.87

3. Special Investment Fees
Special investment fees can vary greatly depending on the sub-asset class or type of product. Management fees and performance
based fees at the manager and/or fund level (depending on the structure of the product) may be charged for private equity, private
real estate, private credit and hedge funds. Such fees are disclosed in the applicable fund offering documentation. Additional
expenses relating to organization and operation of the fund/product may also apply and are discussed in more detail in the applicable
offering memorandum. GSAM LLCs and GMS LLCs are subject to Goldman Sachs advisory fees, underlying manager costs and
operating expenses.
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Goldman Sachs Business Principles
1.

Our clients’ interests always come first. Our experience shows that if we serve our clients well, our own success will follow.

2.

Our assets are our people, capital and reputation. If any of these is ever diminished, the last is the most difficult to restore.
We are dedicated to complying fully with the letter and spirit of the laws, rules and ethical principles that govern us. Our
continued success depends upon unswerving adherence to this standard.

3.

Our goal is to provide superior returns to our shareholders. Profitability is critical to achieving superior returns, building our
capital, and attracting and keeping our best people. Significant employee stock ownership aligns the interests of our
employees and our shareholders.

4.

We take great pride in the professional quality of our work. We have an uncompromising determination to achieve excellence
in everything we undertake. Though we may be involved in a wide variety and heavy volume of activity, we would, if it came to
a choice, rather be best than biggest.

5.

We stress creativity and imagination in everything we do. While recognizing that the old way may still be the best way, we
constantly strive to find a better solution to a client’s problems. We pride ourselves on having pioneered many of the practices
and techniques that have become standard in the industry.

6.

We make an unusual effort to identify and recruit the very best person for every job. Although our activities are measured in
billions of dollars, we select our people one by one. In a service business, we know that without the best people, we cannot be
the best firm.

7.

We offer our people the opportunity to move ahead more rapidly than is possible at most other places. Advancement depends
on merit and we have yet to find the limits to the responsibility our best people are able to assume. For us to be successful,
our men and women must reflect the diversity of the communities and cultures in which we operate. That means we must
attract, retain and motivate people from many backgrounds and perspectives. Being diverse is not optional; it is what we must
be.

8.

We stress teamwork in everything we do. While individual creativity is always encouraged, we have found that team effort
often produces the best results. We have no room for those who put their personal interests ahead of the interests of the firm
and its clients.

9.

The dedication of our people to the firm and the intense effort they give their jobs are greater than one finds in most other
organizations. We think that this is an important part of our success.

10. We consider our size an asset that we try hard to preserve. We want to be big enough to undertake the largest project that
any of our clients could contemplate, yet small enough to maintain the loyalty, the intimacy and the esprit de corps that we all
treasure and that contribute greatly to our success.
11. We constantly strive to anticipate the rapidly changing needs of our clients and to develop new services to meet those needs.
We know that the world of finance will not stand still and that complacency can lead to extinction.
12. We regularly receive confidential information as part of our normal client relationships. To breach a confidence or to use
confidential information improperly or carelessly would be unthinkable.
13. Our business is highly competitive, and we aggressively seek to expand our client relationships. However, we must always be
fair competitors and must never denigrate other firms.
14. Integrity and honesty are at the heart of our business. We expect our people to maintain high ethical standards in everything
they do, both in their work for the firm and in their personal lives.
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Important Information
This Relationship Guide may not include a complete list of all of our investments and services but is a general guide of those most frequently accessed by our clients. The
information set forth in this Relationship Guide may be changed or supplemented at any time. Please contact your PWA with any specific questions you have about our investments
and services and/or your relationship with us.
Fees and Costs:
Please note that this Relationship Guide does not cover all third party fees and costs that might arise in connection with certain transactions.
Certain fee arrangements may be more suitable for you than others; suitability depends on a number of factors, including the services provided, your personal investment
objectives, the size of your account, and your particular financial needs and circumstances.
Payment for Order Flow Practices:
Goldman Sachs, in its efforts to seek best execution, routes client orders to national securities exchanges, alternative trading systems (ATSs) and other venues and market centers
(collectively “market centers”). Certain market centers, such as many exchanges, provide rebates or charge fees based upon whether routed orders contribute liquidity to, or extract
liquidity from, the market center. The amounts of such fees and rebates vary and rebates may or may not exceed the fees paid by Goldman Sachs to a market center during any
given time period. Goldman Sachs may also receive incremental pricing benefits from market centers based upon the aggregate trading volume generated by Goldman Sachs
(including volume not associated with client orders). In addition, the US listed options exchanges sponsor marketing fee programs through which registered market makers may
receive payments from the exchanges based upon their market making status and/or as a result of their designation as a “preferenced” market maker by an exchange member with
respect to certain options orders. Goldman Sachs may receive payments from “preferenced” registered market makers related to these exchange-sponsored marketing fee programs.
In addition, Goldman Sachs may have a financial interest in an exchange or other market center such that Goldman Sachs may share directly and/or indirectly in profits generated
from the execution of orders on such exchange or market center. Additional information is available with the Firm’s SEC Rule 606 reports at
http://www.goldmansachs.com/compliance/Rule606/.
Safekeeping and Asset Protection:
Whether registered in your name or in the name of GS&Co., or its nominee, your fully paid assets are clearly identified on GS&Co.’s books and records and cannot be used in the
firm’s business. To ensure their safety, securities are held at central depositories and leading banking institutions, as well as in our vault. Your assets are protected in the first
instance by the financial strength of Goldman Sachs and the regulatory net capital of GS&Co. GS&Co.’s consolidated statement of financial condition is available at www.gs.com.
The most recent audited statement filed is available for inspection at the principal office of GS&Co. and at the New York regional office of the SEC. GS&Co. is required to hold
tentative net capital in excess of $1 billion and net capital in excess of $500 million in accordance with the market and credit risk standards of Appendix E of Rule 15c3-1. GS&Co.
is also required to notify the SEC in the event that its tentative net capital is less than $5 billion. Goldman Sachs had total shareholders’ equity of $101.705 billion as of December
31, 2021. GS&Co. has policies and procedures designed to ensure compliance with all applicable rules requiring the segregation of assets. Your assets are protected by our
compliance with these rules and the financial strength of GS&Co.
GS&Co. is a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (“SIPC”), which protects SIPC-eligible assets in GS&Co. accounts held in the same title and capacity up to an
aggregate maximum of $500,000, of which $250,000 may be in cash. For example, if you have an individual brokerage account and an individual advisory account, these accounts
would be aggregated and jointly subject to the $500,000 SIPC limit. However, if you also held assets in a revocable trust account, these assets would not be aggregated with the
individual accounts and would be eligible for an additional $500,000 of SIPC protection. SIPC does not protect against loss due to market fluctuation. GS&Co. also maintains excess
SIPC insurance of up to $1,000,000,000 across all customers of GS&Co. Assets not held by GS&Co. (including interests in private funds and assets held at a third party custodian,
including custodians in client-specific markets) and certain other assets are not subject to SIPC or supplemental insurance coverage. Client specific market positions are not eligible
for the protection provided by SIPC or the Customer Protection Rule (SEC Rule 15c3-3 under the Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) or to any similar U.S. law applicable to
custodians in the United States. Certain customers may be excluded from SIPC coverage, including Goldman Sachs managing directors and certain types of financial institutions.
You may obtain information about SIPC, including a brochure describing SIPC and information about which assets are eligible for SIPC protection, by contacting SIPC via telephone
at 202-371-8300 or accessing the SIPC website at www.sipc.org. Additional information is available upon request.
Free credit balances (i.e., cash held in your securities account and not swept to bank deposit or money market funds) are not segregated and may be used by GS&Co. in the
conduct of business. Free credit balances are payable to you on demand.
Except as otherwise agreed in writing, if you trade OTC derivatives, your counterparty may re-pledge or otherwise use the collateral you post. In the event of the counterparty’s
failure, you will likely be considered an unsecured creditor as to that collateral and will not benefit from SEA Rule 15c3-3 or SIPC insurance.
Deposits with GS Bank USA held in the same capacity and same title are FDIC insured up to a maximum of $250,000, including principal and interest, and subject to inflation
adjustments. You may obtain more information regarding FDIC insurance coverage at www.fdic.gov. Securities and investments other than deposit products are not offered by, and
are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed by, GS Bank USA and are not FDIC insured.

Entities Providing Services:
Strategic wealth advisory and brokerage services are provided by GS&Co., member Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”)/SIPC. Investment advisory services may be
provided by GS&Co., a GS&Co. affiliate or an external manager offered through GS&Co.. Margin loans are offered by GS&Co. or Goldman Sachs International. Trust services are
provided by The Goldman Sachs Trust Company, N.A. or The Goldman Sachs Trust Company of Delaware. All of these affiliated entities are subsidiaries of Goldman Sachs.
Financial counseling services are provided by The Ayco Company, L.P., a Goldman Sachs Company. Deposit products and bank loans are offered by Goldman Sachs Bank USA,
member FDIC, member of the Federal Reserve and an Equal Housing Lender. For informational purposes, we may include assets held with various Goldman Sachs entities in one
statement. For example, your GS&Co. statement may include a Bank Summary and Bank Details page detailing activity and providing information regarding your deposits with
Goldman Sachs
Bank USA.
Goldman Sachs Bank USA:
Goldman Sachs Bank USA, a subsidiary of Goldman Sachs, is a New York State chartered, Federal Reserve member bank. Goldman Sachs Bank USA makes mortgage loans to clients
of Goldman Sachs. PHH Mortgage Corporation services mortgage loans made directly by Goldman Sachs Banks USA. Equal Housing Lender. Information provided to you regarding any
mortgage loans you may have is provided as a courtesy to you and is also available on a website maintained by PHH, at www.mortgagequestions.com. There may be a time delay
between the information included in this summary versus the information included on the PHH website.
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The Ayco Company, L.P.:
The Ayco Company, L.P., a subsidiary of Goldman Sachs and an affiliate of Goldman Sachs &Co. LLC, may provide tax advice to its clients. Neither GS&Co. nor The Ayco Company,
L.P. provide legal advice to their clients, and all clients should consult with their own legal adviser before implementing any potential strategy, investment, financial plan, estate
plan or with respect to their interest in any employee benefit or retirement plan.
The Goldman Sachs Trust Companies:
The Goldman Sachs Trust Company, N.A. and The Goldman Sachs Trust Company of Delaware (“GS Trust Companies”) are each subsidiaries of Goldman Sachs and affiliates of
GS&Co. Assets in an account with one of the GS Trust Companies (1) are not insured by the FDIC or any other bank regulator, (2) are not deposits or other obligations of, or
guaranteed by, the GS Trust Companies or GS&Co. or any of their affiliates, and (3) involve investment risks, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. The GS Trust
Companies are not members of SIPC or the FDIC.
FINRA BrokerCheck Program:
Information on brokers and brokerage firms is available by calling 1-800-289-9999 or visiting www.finra.org. This information is offered through FINRA’s BrokerCheck Program.
FINRA also provides an investor brochure that includes information describing FINRA BrokerCheck.
Alternative Investments:
Private equity, private real estate, hedge funds and other alternative investments structured as private investment funds are subject to less regulation than other types of pooled
vehicles and may involve a substantial degree of risk, including the risk of total loss of an investor’s capital, limited liquidity and leverage. Alternative investments may not be
appropriate for all investors. Terms and conditions governing private investments are contained in the applicable offering documents, which also include information regarding the
liquidity of such investments. Investors in private investment funds should review the Offering Memorandum, the Subscription Agreement and any other applicable disclosures for
risks and potential conflicts of interest prior to making an investment decision.
Tax Information:
GS&Co. does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed between the client and GS&Co. Any statement contained in this communication (including any
attachments) concerning U.S. tax matters was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, and
was written to support the promotion or marketing of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed. Fees and charges for our services may be subject to value added or similar taxes
where applicable; clients of GS&Co. should obtain their own independent legal, tax or accounting advice based on their particular circumstances.
© Copyright 2022, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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